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Uigh production cutting of identical gear shapes requires both speed and accuracy.
But some fast. accurate machines incur maintenance and operator costs that eat up profits.
With Kapp CBN form grinding, you don't give up productivity (Q maintain profitability.
• Kapp CBN machines are faster than other grinding processes, with no heat checking or
burning. Kapp CBN accuracy has proven itself on spur & helical involute forms, radial forms,
near-net forgings, internal & external profiles, vane pump slots and constant velocity joints.
• Kapp CBN machines are operator friendly. for fast recall of setups and accuracy time after time.
• Kapp CBN machines use CBN wheels that incorporate the desired form right in the wheel with
no need for dressing.
If you'd like to find out how Kapp CBN technology can improve your productivity, contact
American Pfauter, 925 Estes Ave.,Elk Grove Village,lL 60007. Phone (312) 640-7500.

The C'Ne ,controlled HIN:C'·35
Wo'rm and Thlre'ad Grlind,r
Klingelnberg introdiuces the fastest ... most accurate
complex worm and thread grinder available ... anywhere in the world! The' eNG ccntrelled HNC-S5 stores
data for up to '960 'com;pl'exshapes, reducingl set-up'
to, 10-15 minutes ... a fr:aotion of the time required! with
mechanicaUy ,controlled grinders.

The HNC-35 is available w:ith a mechanical dresser or
an optlonal CNC dresser, for speoiall forms and fl'ank5.
Whether you produce, smalllQuantities or long production runs, U,e FAST sst-up .... FAST cycling ... HNC·
35 will' Improve your worm and thread IproducUvity.

The HNC-35 is versatUe,loo'. It perrorms ,creep-feed
grinding from the solid, eliminating U1e need for preliminarY milliingl of worms, threadsand rotors. 111"S,
two
machines in one .... with the high degree of accuracy
you'd expect from Klingelnberg'.

contact: IKling:elnberg CorlPora.tion, 15200 Foltz
Iindustrial Parkway, CI'eveland. OH 44136,. Or, phone
(216) 572·2100 for an extra FAST response.

~

KIL'INGELNBERG
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Leonardo Da Vinci
1452-1519
COVER

CLASSIFIED

Leonerdo designed a great many
machines for use in the textile industry.
The design on our cover is a shearing
machine for removing the llilP from woolen
doth, a job previously done by hand with
enOfT1J()US
scissors. The doth was stretched
on a travelling frame which was pulled
through the machine. A set af gear works
activated the second blades of the scissors
devices. Leonardo also designed a gig mill
for raising woolen nap that was so effective that when one of its successors was
incorporated into textile machines in the
early J9th century, widespread unemploJl'
ment and rioting among textile workers
resulted.
I.......
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GEAR TECHNOLOGY, The Journal of Gu. Mam,r.d ..rI"lI USSN 0743-6858) ls published bimonthly by Randall Publ .. hin.ll.
Co., Inc .• 1425 Lunt Avenue. P. O. Box 1426. Elk Grove VlIl"lle. It G0007. GEAR TECHNOLOGY. The Journal of GeaT Manufar·
turi'll!.. is diSlribu.te
..· d fT. e. of Chari!.
_.e to qualified individuals and firms in the lIear manuf .•cturi~$ industry. Su.bscrip.tinn Tates fo.I' nonqu"Med indi.vid.uab and firms are: 135.00 in the Unite<! States .. $55.00 for foreign countries. Second-Class pos\ajle paid al Arlil1ll!On
Heights, IL and at. additional mailiTll! ottic<!.
Postmaster. Send ..ddr ess changes to GEAR TECHNOLOGY. The Journal of Gear M.nufacturinlil.
1425 L"nt Avenu . P. D. BoM
1426. Elk Grove VilI"IIe. IL G0007.
©Contents copyrighted by R.ANDALL PUBLISHING Co. .• INC. 1987. ArticJes appearing in GEAR n:CflNOLOGY
may not be
reproduced in whole or in part without the express permission of the publisher or the author,
MANUSCRI.PTS: We are requesting technical: paperswith an educational emphasis fOT anyone having anything to do WIth the
design. manufacture. testing or processing of gears. Subjects sollllht are solutions to ."""i1k problems. explanations of new: I£Ghnol.o!&.
techniques. desil!n s, processes. and alternative manufacturing methods. These can range 'rom the .. How to ... " of geal' CU'Ul'll!
(BACK TO IBASICS) to the most advanced technol<>!lll.AU man""ripts submitted will be cardull.y considered. 110....,""1', the l1'ublish£r
.... umes no responsibility fOTthe safe~ Or return of mal1US(:ripts.Manuscripts m.at be accompanied by a self-addressed. s"Jr·.tampe<!
be sent to GEAR n;CHNOLOCY. Th. Journal of Cear Manufacturing, P.o.. 80 •. 1426. Elk Grove. [I.. ,G<lOO7·,
(312)
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Operator Control
Panel for part loadIng and machine
setup.,

Graphics Jprinter
copies CRT.
onetime entry of part
print and tolerance
data. "Mouse" petmits use of CAD
techniques.

Plotter delivers
multi-color hard
copy of graphics
and test -data.

Our Model 3000 'OC Gear Analyzer is a third generation CNCgear inspection system iincorporating all of the comprehensive analytic-all tests and evaluation capabilities of
previous M & M systems, such as our Model 2000" but with these added capabiUties:
• Dramatically improved speed and aocuracy through new mechanical system d'esign
and advanced eNC oomrot teChnology .
• ' Computer hardware and applications software are modular to aUow the user to buy
only the required capability., This makes the 3000
adaptabl'e to laboratory test,ing
or production-line inspection.
• Integrated Statistical Process Control' with local' data base capability is an optional
feature.,
• Networking wilth MAPS compatibiUty is available.
• Robotic mtertaclnq for totany automatic load/test/unload operation can be
incorporated.
For more information or applications assistance, write or call: M & M Precision Systems,
300 Prog.ress Rd., West Carrollton, OH 45449,513/859-8273,
TWX 810/450~2626,
FAX 513/859~4452.

ac

M&M PRECISION
SYSTEMS
AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMPANY

OIRClE A-6 ON READER REPLYCARD

CNCstatus
monitor provides
status and positional display of
mechanical system
and CNG ,control
functions.
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SELL US S,HORTI

How is It that we woke up one day In the early 1980s
rind that apparently .American industry was suddenly inefficient. our workforce unproduUlve and our management
inept7 Almost overnight Industry found its sales droppIng
dramaocal'y, while for many companies foreign cornpeution became excruclaongfy Intense ThiS sudden change in
the economic climate provedfatar for many companies and
has been nearly as hard on our conecnve morale. In a country used to winning. we began to hear ourselves talked of
as losers.
Unfortunately. thiSgnm diagnoSISwas right In some cases.
The tough times of the early 1980s were. perhaps, a
necessary, if cruel. awakening for Amencan business. But
these first assessmentswere only partial truths. and the post
mortems. premature. As with Mark Twain's obituary, [he
reports of the death of American manufactunng have been
greatly exaggerated.
While we had. perhaps, been careless and allowed
ourselves to be blindsided by Foreign competition. not all
our troubles could be laId at the door of a soft, aging
economy that had lost its edge. Industry was in a bind that
no amount of competitive edge or effort could entirely
[0

overcome.
The early 1980swas a orne that the American dollar and
interest ratesrose to their highest levelsin many years. Prices
for goods manufaaured for export suddenly increased in
terms of foreign currencies, while dollar prices of foreign
products dropped. cutting off markets and making American
products uncompetltlve through no fault of our manufacturers. Whlfe some American companies failed because of
cornoeeuve softnessor bad management. most others were
victims of economic CIrcumstancesover which they had no
control. Even the most astute ousnessoerson cannot overcome these kinds of economic conditions, or. for that matter. a trade or fiscal policy on the part of the govemment
that undercuts hIS or her best efforts.
But Amencan Industry has always responded well under
pressure. HistoncaJly,It has been pragmatic and flexible. It
has learned from its own mistakes and has taken advantage of good Ideasfrom everywhere. Its attrtude In the early
19805 was no excepnon. In spire of the foreign exchange
disadvantages, a great many companies took the steps
necessary to survtve They Invested in updated machines.
processesand practices.They desIgned better. more saleable
products. and they developed a savvier approach to their
role In the global economy. They took some of their competitors' best ideas and used them to their own advantage.
At the same time, businesspeople and. hopefully. their
elected representatives, became more aware of the need
for sensibie government trade and economic policies.
All these hard-learned lessons are beginning to have
an effect The recent "weaker dollar" is actually a more
"competitive dollar." giving American business a fairer

shot at global markets. As a result, more and more foreign
companies are finding It profitable to buy from American
suppliers. American companies are again becomrng competitive in terms of price, quantity and delivery.
Just as Important, American quality is again becomIng
a standard by which products can be Judged Some of
our rouqhest competitors from overseas now buy parts
from us, not because they're cheap or because It'S
politically advantageous to do so, but because our products are the best they can get. American IngenUity, resourcefulness and fleXibility are again making a difference
In our competitive stance.
Of course, things will never be the same as they were
two decades ago when American products dominated
every market. That era ISover. probably never to rerum.
We as a busmess community have had some serious
problems. not all of which are yet solved. and all our
troubles are not over. Because of our size. response time
to changes can seem painfully slow. and current global
economic realities will demand every bit of techmcal.
manuFactunng and business expertise we can muster. Trus
country is unmatched in terms of human and physrca:
resources and market size. HistOrically. we have always
been able to summon the will and the means to get any
job done that we really wanted done. Times and
economic conditions have changed. but American
resourcefulness has not. In evaluating winners and losers
in the economic arena over the next few years. we should
not sell ourselves short.
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Dear Editor:
Thank you for the very good magazine on gears, It is very
informational. contains a wealth of trade information. but still
maintains a high level of papers. unfortunately not typical for
other trade publications.
Eugene I, Rivin
Professor
Wayne State University

may be available pertaining to gear formulas.
Also, We have a Gould & Eberhardt 48H Gear Hobber and
we are interested in a computer program for changing gear
calculations for hobbing helical gears non-differenbalfy. This
processis often time consuming to do on paper; and we think
that somewhere, someone has a program to simplify rrus
process,
Any help or suggestions you can offer would be greatly
appreciated,
Bethlehem Gear & Machine Company
Robert A. Schrum
p.o, Box 157
Moundsviffe. WV 26041
(304) 845-9050

Questions From the Industry
Dear Sirs:
We are interested in purchasing a computer program which
would enable us to undertake the following:
J,

Plot involute gear tooth profile forms.

2, Indicate the Interference patterns generated with pinion
cutters,
3. Show the action of undercutting for varying numbers of
teeth; all produced from mathematical input data,
We shall be pleased to learn if you can be of help to us in
this respect
Uewellin's Machine Co. Ltd,
M.S. Horlick
15 Kings Square
Bristol BS2 8JJ
England
r02721 424026/9

Gentlemen:
We have a smallJob shop type gear company. We have
recently begun pursuing a computer system to help us in our
gear calculations. Due to the time involved in figuring formulas
pertaining to various gears on paper. we are looking for programs to use on a computer system.
We are asking if you know of any computer program that

Letters for this column should be addressed to
Letters to the Editor, GEAR TECHNOLOGY, P.O.
Box 1426. Elk Grove Village, IL 60007. Letters submitted to this column become the property of
GEAR TECHNOLOGY. Names will be withheld
upon request; however, no anonymous letters will
be published. Opinions expressed by contributors
are not necessarily those of the editor or
publishing staff.
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'Gear Teohnology

Gear Couplings
Rethe article of Mr. Stan Jakuba: "Give your Gears a BreakSelectthe Right Couplingl" MaylJune. '87 issue and the contributions In July/August. '87 issueby Mr. Michael M. Cahstrat
and Mr. Stan Jakuba.
The following comments of experts in the field of torsional
vibration calculation ITVe) will prove that the selection of
the right torsionally soft coupling rrlght elasticity, spring
characteristic and damping) is not "black magic" anymore,
but an easy task for an engineer having a highly sophisticated
computer program and the right input data for all components
of the transmlsson. The right coupling for a geared diesel
generator set can be selected in a few minutes. Provided the
governor of the engine is stable in the system. the coupling
wiJllast for ten or more years, A fluctuating torque monitoring device as developed by the signer can be helpful. especially for larger sized transrnissions. as shown below even for
rather complicated systems with several branches, The Signer
has done the TV C, for 13 USNavy support vesselsWith high
powered diesel geared installations (300,()(X). HP total).
As a practical example. Fig, 1 shows a main and auxiliary
drive for a large sized shuttle tanker r125.()(x), tdwl. The
following components are used. The main diesel two-stroke,
slow-speed engine IMAN - B&W. 5 cylinder. 6526 kWat 102
revj is driVing a propeller through a redUction gear. which
also includes a PTO (Power Take Off) for a hydro power
package (5200 kW at 1200 rev) for discharging the crude all.
Between the main engine and the reduction gear a very soft
coupling is arranged. On the forward end of the engine a
generator drive (1200 f<W at 1800 rev] via a speed increasing gear is attached. and a turbine driven by the exhaust gas
(550 kW at 1800 rev) is Incorporated, The generator IS runnng
at constant speed even at variable engine speed using a RCF
rRenkConstant Frequency) gearbox. For eight different modes
of operation for this vessel. an optimized coupling has to be
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selected. It beIng Impossible to shift all cnrical resonances out
of the speed range.
Fig. 2 shows a typical example (or a mlsfinng sruaaon (only
combustion). which ISdeFinrng [he worst situanon for the Installation. The first order dominant at misfirrng and the fifth
order dominant for this five cylinder enqme create fluctuating torques which at certain modes of operation may exceed
given permissible values for either resuent coupling rnarenat
or the gears. Twenty years of experience in T V C have built
up so much knowledge in selection of the right components
for transmisions in marine and industrial application that [he
points discussed by Mr. Jakuba and Mr Cal,strat are nor a
serious subject In my daily routine any more

Dr. Wilhelm Schaeffer
Renk Tacke GmbH
Augsburg. West Germany
"0
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Ctyourcost
o every gear.
wthat
CIMA's here.
i

Forget that (liMA. is one of the top gear
hobbing machine producers in the world.
Disregard the fact that you get superior
reliability and engineering from a company
that has been a gear cutter pioneer for
over 40 years.

Remember that
started in Italy.

CIMA

That's where (1M>\.built Its legendary
commitment to customer satisfaction, And,
until now, that's where you had to go for
(IMA quality. No more. ClMA USA is now
headquartered in Richmond, Virginia, Which
means your assembly takes place in
America and every (I'N\A machine is now
built to the American standard . , . your
standard.

Being in America,
CIMA Saves You Money.
NOW, you buy direct from an American
manufacturer: CIMA.USA 501 lower costs
for you, plus better and faster (IMA. service
and more accessible (INV\ gear production
consultants.
You know that CIMA.can reduce your
labor cost per job. Because (IMA's
advanced computerized automations trim
set up timet speed up tool changes and
provide grea,ter cutting accuracy and
flexibility.

Get Savings In Gear with CIMA.
Better quality, lower costs. Nowt get it all
in gear with a call to CIMA~I.JSA.
Give us a
welcome call or circle us on the reader
card to cut your cost now that CIMA:shere,

CIMA·USA

Robot LoadingSystem

C,IRCLE A-10

Division of G,D. PM, Inc,
501 Southlake Boulevard'
Richmondt VA 23236
(804) 79~9764
Telefax (804) 79~6187 • Telex684-4252
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TE'CHNICAL CALENDAR
NOVEMBER 17-19
SME GEAR PROCESSING &
MANUFACTURING CLINIC
MichIgan Inn, Southfield. MI
Three days of presentanons and diSCUSSIOns,
TopicS to
be covered Include gear manufacturing methods and
machines, hob deSign and selection. gear Inspection and
chart evafuancn, gear finishing. contour gear hardening.
gear grinding. cold orbital forming, coolants and CNC
gear shaping, Tuesday evening. Nov. '7. will feature
tabletop exhibits of the latest gearing products. For more
Information about attendance or exniomon space. con[act Joe Franchini at SME. 1313J271-1500. x394.

CAll FOR PAPERS
INTERNATIONAl CONFERENCE ON GEARING
Zhengzhou,

Cnma

Next year. Nov. 5-10, 1988 there Will be a three-day
conference which Will Include diSCUSSIonson theory of
tooth form. gear strength and durability, gear materials
and heat treatment. dynamiCs of gear systems. vibration
and noise analYSIS.lubrication. non-cyhndncal and nonInvolute gears, power transrmsaons and standards. The
deadline for abstracts Ina more than 400 words] of
papers to be presented is Nov. " 1987 The working
language of the conference Will be English. A gear
products exhibition and tours to local factories. research

I

Institutes and urnversmes will be Included. This meetIng
IS sponsored by the Machine Design & Mechanisms Institution of the Chinese Mechanical Englneenng Sooety
Co-sponsores are the International Federation for the
Theory of Machines & Mecnarusrns. Japan SoCiety of
Mechanical Engineers. Verin Deutscher lngenleure and
ASME/GRI For further Informacion. contact: Inter-Gear
'88 Secretariat Zhengzhou Research Institute of MechanIcal Engineering, Zhongyuan Rd , Zhengzhou Henan
China. Tel: 47' 02, Cable: 3000, Telex 46033 HSTEC CN

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE - CALL FOR PAPERS
ASME's lntemanonal Power transmesion & Geanng
Conference Will be held Apnl 5-7. 1989. In ChIcago. Il
Please nore this change of date
The conference Will focus on major technical aspects of
power transmission component deSign. manufacture and
application. Including gear effiCiency, geometry, raCIng.
lubricanon. noise, dynamrcs, chains, belts, drives. bearings, shafts, and clutches and brakes for heavy. off-road
equipment Industrial. autornonve. manne and other

appncanons
The deadline for papers for rrus conference IS
DECEMBER 31. 1987.
For further Information, contact: Donald L Borden.
P.O. Box 502. Elm Grove. WI 53 I 22.

SME GEAR CUNIC & TABLETOP
SH'Q'W IN SUBURBAN DETROIT
November I' 7-19. 1987, S1V1Ewill present its Gear Processmq and Manufactunng Clinic and Tabletop Exhibits at
the Michigan Inn. Southfield. MI.
Some of the papers [0 be presented include "Methods
and Machines of Gear Manufacturing."
"Design and
Selection of Hobs." ",BasICGear Design." "Gear inspecnonand Chart Evaluation." "Selection of High-Speed
Steel for Gear Cutting Tools." "Orbital Forming in [he
Manufacture of Gears" and "Deburring ano Finishing
Gears With Power Brushes."
In addition to these presentations. there will be opportunIty for attendees to meet and discuss the presentanons with Individual speakers on a one-an-one oasis.
The M'anufacturlng Engineering Certification Institute has
approved this clinic ror 18 professional credits toward

the SME Recertification Program.
Tuesday evening of the conference has been reserved
for an SME reception and for tabletop exhibits of some
of the latest products available in the ,gear industry. The
exhibitors rnclude Gleason Works. ITW Illinois Tools{,ITW
IIlitron. Dexter Gear & Spline. M&M Precsion Systems,
Bourn & Koch Machine Tool and Abrasive Technology.
SouthfrelCl. MI. is a suburb of Detroit. The MIchIgan Inn
is located off U,S. 10 between Eight Mile and Nine Mile
Roads. approximately 30 mmutes from DetroIt's
Metropolitan Arrport.
For more information about the clinic and eXhIbit,
contact Joe Franchini at SME headquarters.
(313J 271-1500. x394.

Novem'ber/December
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"ThM'Swby,
Dlckaonnle. ,Ex.....
tlve Vice ,P,resldent andl ,General
Manager of TIle GJ•• lon 'Woris,
..... Just tillren _ 1bokI, .........
to
provide' gear.1IIaI'IIIftIcII wlltldIe
mostlldVanced
and' aMbprehenslwe
... .,. 01 gear rnet.rvIOgr praducal In
die WDrId."
-n ...

Together -

geirfng-

two YtN!1I~
,names In
,Gleasonand Hofler, DIVIsion

of carlZ:clss

The Gleason Works has signed an agreement
with Hofler to provide {omplere sales and
service
of

Hofler gear
metrology
products

in

the U.S. and'
other ceuntnes.
The
benefit for
customers is
Immediate:
even greater
Sj&emS c:ap.T
bUity from

Gleason. and
the strengttl ofGleason's\NOl'ldIMde salesand
service organization for users of Hofler
metrology products.
leading, the way
In the months ahead' \Ii.Ie'1i ron out a steadY
stream of advances and breakthroughs especiallydeveloped to meet the CfItical needs of
the gear making industIy. IJ..then ,it comes to
gears, Gleason provides an int grated approach to geartechnologyand gearmetrology
like no one else in the world. The GJeason
Works, 1000 University Avenue. Rochester NY
1469:2. [716)473-1000

Gleason

The Warldl at IGsllrln,-

CIRCLE A-24 ON ,REAIDER ,RE·PLYCA'RD

Computer Aided Design For
'Gear Shaper Cutters
Donald S. Whitney

Fellows Corporation
Springfield, vr

Computer programs have been developed to completely design. spur and
helical gear shaper cutters starting from
the specifications of 'the gear to be cut
and the type of gear shaper to be used.
The programs generate the working
drawing of the cutter and, through the
use of a precision plotter, generate
enlarged scaled layouts of the gear as
produced by that cuner and any other
layouts needed for its manufacture.
The gear data which should appear on
the gear drawing to insure thatacutter
correct for the part can be designed are
shown.
Part information should include the
following items:
1. Number of teeth.
2. Diametral pitch or module. (If
helical, speCify normal or transverse.)

1. Pressure angle (normal or transverse).
4 .. Outside or inside diameter. (Indude limit if topping ..)
S. Tooth
thickness
(normal
or
transverse at some given diameter
or dimension over Of between
specified pins).
6. Helix angle and hand.

AlJfHOR:
DONALD S. WHlTNf:Y worked
for
Fellows Corporation for 46 years until his

retirement in early .1987. He began with the
company as: Q gear shaper cutler designer and
then specialized in computer programming,
writil'lg va-,ious pr~grams for the design of gear
shaper cu.tters and shaving tools. Mr. ltVhitney
is a member of the AGMA Gear 1l1Spectl'on
Handbook Corl11l1itteeQJ1da .Life Member of
the Society of Manufactun'ng Engineers.

7. Depth of cut. (Specify root
diameter and tolerance.)
8. Ma.terialand hardness at time of
cutting.
9.. Lowest point of contact. (Spe·cified as true involute
form
diameter. Mating part and center
distance information will answer
this requirement.)
10. Root fillet radius specification.
11. Stock allowance for preshave,
pregrind, or roughing operations
(amount and position of undercut
if required).
U. Amount of chamfer measured
radially
with limit angle of
chamfer if necessary.
13. AGM_A quality number.
14. Type and serial number of

plied by program libraries o.fstandard
dimensions for the pitch and cutter size
involved. If special blank dimensions are
required, they can be substituted for the
standard ones . The basic size of the cutter (number of teeth) win be computed
to fit the machine being used if this is
known, or it may be input by the number of teeth or pitch diameter wanted on
the cutter.
In addition to cutter blank dimensions,
all other information required for the

machine,
A computer program works through
an. optimizing process to produce the best
cutter design possible for the part in
question. A good program considers the
many constraints and variables involved
and investigates many designs before it
arrivesat the optimum one. Because of
these many variables, i,t is not possible
to write a direct formula or algorithm
that wiU result ina cutter that will meet
all of the requirements. For this reason
many designs may be investigated. The
following is a step by step description or
how such programs are arranged.
Fig. 1 illustrates the three basic cutter
blanks that will be discussed here: disk,
deep counterbore for internals and parts
with interfering shoulders, and taper
shank (usually for internals).
The type of blank is 01-" input. parameter with the blank dimensions,
thickness, facewidth, life, etc. being sup-

Disc Cutl ...

\1h

dJ
D•• p Count.rbora

-e--J

~ I-LII.

-{£#}

Taper S....n..

Fig. 1- Typical blank designs.
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design, such as, clearance
angles,
tolerances, material, etc. is supplied by
the program libraries and need not be
entered as input parameters,
unless
special,
non-standard
values
are
required.
Once the cutter size (pitch diameter)
has been fixed by one of these methods,

the program computes the cutter tooth
dimensions for the given part and then
checks all of the following points, ascertaining that it produces the part specifications and meets the following good cutter design criteria;
1. Does the cutter have sufficient tip
land?

ACllw. P, ••• ut. Angle
Line

CUTTER

WORK

a.••

DI.mat.,

Fig.. 2 - Enlarged cutter - too little lip land.

_______

a•••

.>:

Dlem.t ...

Actlv.P,.nul. Angl.

CUTTER

Fig. 3-.R.educed cutter - sulfident tip land.
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Line·

2. Will the true involute form (TIF)
diameter be held1
3. Will the cutter have a suitable size
radius on the tip comers?
4. Will the cutter modify the tips of
the work teeth 7
5. Will the undercut produced by protuberance be positioned correctly?
6. Will chamfer produced be to specifications?
7. Will too much rough side rub be
present on cutters for internal.
work7 Will cutter have finish rub?
Will it trim the tips of the work
teeth?
8. Is the cutter barrel strong enough
on taper shank cutters] Does it
need flutes?
9. Will flank rub be present on internal or external work?
Items 1, 2, 3,4, 5 and 7 are dependent on the active pressure angle (APA)
between the cutter and work, so the program. must determine by tria] and error
the best starting APA to produce best
results when the cutter is new and
throughout its life. The APA of a cutter
changes as it is sharpened back, so we
must investigate what happens through
its whole life. The APA discussed here
originates from. a cutter that operates at
the transverse pressure angle of the work.
When the cutter size (center distance) is
increased from this point, the APA increases on external work and decreases
when the size (center distance) is decreased ..The active pressure angle change
is in the opposite direction on internals,
but the effect of enlarging or reducing the
cutter is similar to external work with
respect to cutter land and the true involute form (TIF) produced, This article
will use the term "enlargement" or "reduction" of the cutter to indicate that the
APA is being changed to satisfy requirements. The following examples wi.~1
indicate situations that dictate this type
of change.
Each time the cutter size (enlargement
or reduction) is changed to improve or
satisfy one of the above conditions, the
new design is completely computed. Each
feature is then checked to be sure that
some other design requirement has not
been violated.
Fig. 2 shows a cutter with too little
land on the tips of the teeth. Fig ..3 is the
same cutter reduced to a point where
satisfactory land is attained. This is an

external part; therefore, the APA is
reduced with cutter size. Standards for
the minimum allowable land for good
cutter life are stored in the program
libraryand are dependant on pitch and
pressure angle of the part.
Fig. 4 illustrates how cutter enlargement affects the TIF produced. A reduced
cutter will lower the trochoid height produced. resulting in.a design that will hold
the required TIf.
Fig. 5 shows a condition where the involute at the tip of the work tooth will
be modified because of contact below the
base diameter of the cutter. Shown on
this same figure is thecondition of cutter contact below the base circle of the
work, resulting in "undercut", which
takes away some 'of the involute near the
base diameter of the work.
Undercut is most likely to happen on
pinions of 20 teeth or less, while t.ip
modification is more common on large
gears and Internal gears. Enlarging the
cutter will improve or eliminate both the
undercut or modffication conditions ..
From the Ioregeing, it can be seen that
some situations require cutter enlargement, while others require reduction of
the same cutter to remedy the problem.
Obviously we cannot do both, so a compromise must be made by the program.
The final design will always be one that
at least has minimum land and produces
the specified true involute form.

1lielM1.,
To SI8ft 01
car~
Cutl ..

CUTTER'

WORK

WOIIII

CUTTEJI

Cutt", 0"' Not
PrOduc. T~t.F~
Cfru. Involut.

Form)

DI.met.,

......

Cull •• R..... c...
Hold l' .I.F.

To

Fig. 4· - Effect

'0£

cutter enlargement

'011

true involute

form,

Oulll<lo DI.m.t.,

~

CIIUI' Conlael.

a.low I •••

C...

DI.mat.r

lnll Undercut

Involute Prollie 01 Work
- Tooth Will a. Modlll.cI O"lolei.
01 Thl. Dlem.te,

Cutte,r Rub (Internal Gears.)
This condition is almost always present to' some degree when cutting internal gears, All gear shaping machines
relieve either the cutter or the work on
the return stroke to avoid scuffing the
cutting edges. This r,elief is generally accomplished by separating the cutter and
work by approximately ..010" (.25mm) to
.032~(.81m:m), depending upon the make
and type .of machine. When cutting some
internal. parts, a wrapping effect of the
internal part around the cutter results,
causing the cutter tointerfere or rub with
the internal teeth when it is pulled back
to give cutting edge relief. Three types
of rub can occur and are described as

follows:
Rough Sid.e Rub. This interference, as
shown in Fig .. 6, is caused by the hooking action of the cutter teeth relative to
the work profile as they enter on the uncut side of the work near the inside

Fig. 5 - Example of tip modification

diameter. At this time, no generating action has taken place. Spaces produced
are an image oJ the cutter teeth, requiring the cutter to be pulled back at an
angle away from the hook side to provide relief on the return stroke. The
dotted lines show the position of the cutting edges after the relieving motion has
taken place. In the example shown,cutter rub exists even though the cutter was
relieved on an angle known as the hackoff angle. The amount of backoff angle
is limited, as will be shown Later. The
conventional angle is normally about So,
which is sometimes increased to as, much

and undercut.

as 10~12°to correct extreme rough side'
rub conditions. A small amount of rough
side rub [less than .OOZ' (.OSmmJ.l can be
tolerated and is usually present when CI..It~
ting small internals ..Excessive rough side
rub will show up as an excessive burr on
the face of the gear and the inside
diameter from the trailing side of the cutterteeth, This problem causes excessive
wear and/or load on the trailing s,ide
near the tips of the cutter teeth, resulting
in a deterioration of tool life. Aside from
an increase in the backoff angle, with
limitations as shown later, the only way
to reduce this condition is,to decrease the
INovember IDeoemberl'98,7113

Uncut Sid.
(Trailing)

amount of backoff, usually to not less
than .01'0" (.25m_m), reduce the number
of teeth in the cutter, increase the inside
diameter of the part or use multiple cuts
as described later.
Finish Side Rub. As shown in Fig. 7,

finish side rub occurs when the cutt.er size
:II

~---"'-

~
•
i

Convnon ~

WOI'k C.nler

Cutt.r

Inlern.1 WorK

•

Cenler

FlnI.".d Sid.
(Leading)

Fig. 6-Rough

side rub.

tI
:;-

:D

o ~
.. =:"

0

:0

2

ii

-

:0

J

Int.rnal WOI'k

I

Po.lllon Of Culler T •• III
On Ralu,n Sl,oke

Fig. 7-Finish side rub.

Comnlont
~_L-_~+"
Work C."I.r

__
'cutter

Cent.r

1'0."1cNo 01 C.tt .. T.alll
~'I
AI ao_ I'Nt Durlnlllnf •• d

("'
I

t"

.J

Inl.rna'
Par.llel To COIIIIIIon i.
Or Line 01 In'.ad

COI'_ 01 Work Tooth I.
Tr_d
Wldl. Cun.rI.
aeln, F.d Into D.pth

Fig. 6 - Infeed trim.
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Work

is large relative to the work size, and it
appears on a fully finished side of the
work teeth. finish rub will show up in
the form o.f an excessive burr left at the
inside diameter oJ the work teeth on the
leading edges. The cutter will show excessive wear near the tips of the teeth on
the corresponding side ..The direction of
backoff angle is almost always taken as
shown and is dictated by the requirements of the rough side ..Decreasing this
angle would improve the finish side rub,
but this usually cannot be done f.or the
previously mentioned reasons, An increase in the operating pressure angle by
reducing the cutter diameter and/or
reducing the number of teeth in the cutter will decrease the amount of finish
rub. This type of program win notallow
any amount of .finish .rub to be present
on the final design.
lnieed Rub. This is rub on the leading
side of the teeth caused by the same conditions as finish side rub and occurring
only while the cutter is feeding into
depth. For this reason, the burr left at the
inside diameter while infeed rub takes
place will be cut away when the cutter
reaches full depth and cannot be seen on
the Hnished part. Excessive infeed rub
will show up as abnormal wear on the
leading side of the cutter teeth. The same
remedies listed previously for improving
finish side rub hold true for infeed rub.
The multiple cut method, described later,
will also reduce or eliminate infeed rub,
lnieed Trim. As shown in fig. 8, infeed trim can exist regardless of the
amount of backoff and occurs when the
number of teeth in thecutter is too large
in relation to the number of teeth in
work. The angle of backoff can affect
this trimming condition
if it is accomplished by offsetting the cutting head
upright (which is common on some of
the newer types of gear shapers) and not
by the swiveling method ..lnfeed trim will
show up on the finished part as a
modification or trimming at the inside
diameter of one or more work teeth. This
trimming is done by a cutting action, as
opposed to rub, and thus does not harm

the cutting tool. This condition can be
reduced or eliminated by increasing the
operating pressure angle of the cutter and
work by decreasing the outside diameter
of the cutter or by decreasing the number
of teeth in the cutter.
Maximum

Cutter Sizes (Internal Gears)

Fig. 9' shows the relationship between
recommended teeth numbers in cutters
and work pieces for the more common
pressure angles. The data given here is
to be used as a guideline in. the selection
of acutter that will not produce excessive
rough side rub, infeed rub or any amount
oJ finish side rub or infeed trim, When
the number of 'teeth in the work is less
than the cross bars on the chart indicate
for the pressure angle involved, the inside diameter should be increased by
shortening the addendum. On such parts
or on marginal ones, the amount of rub
present should be checked by the computer program beforecut"ting. Variations
occurring from machine to machine in
the amount and angle of backoff also
make a precutting check desirable. Of
course, internal parts of fewer teeth than
shown on this chart can be cut successfully, but. ,they should be treated as
individual cases, The majority of parts
in this category must be cut on machines
with reduced backoff. The program
stores the equivalent of this chart, which
is used as a starting point to determine
the number of 'teeth in acutter for an internal part. IT the starting number of
teeth results in excessive rub, this number
will be reduced by the program until the
rub is eliminated,

number of teeth, will help eliminate this
condition.
Multiple Cut Or Multipass
Cutting Method
Most modern gear shapers are equipped to take multiple cuts (3 or 4 cuts in
the normal manner) or to use the
multipass (high rotary feed at low infeed

rates) to provide a way of ellminating or
reducing rough side rub and in feed rub
on internals.
These techniques also
eliminate flank rub on both internal and
external parts, Fig. 10 shows how multiple cuts can eliminate flank rub on an internal if the previous cut stock is as
shown by the dotted line, This process
can also be used to elim:inate rough side

NILES 6£ARI6RlNDER
MODEL~ ZSTZ 1630C3 It_STOCK!

fla.nk Rub (Extemam or Internal Gears)
This type of rub can occur on the pertion of the cut~er ItoO'th below its base circle on the trailing side of the cutter and
will show up as excessive wear at this
point. Fig. 10 illustratesthis condition on
an internal gear, If the previous cut
leaves stock no greater than that shown
by the dotted line, flank rub will not be
present. For this reason, a common
method for eliminating flank rub is to
take multiple cuts or use the multipass
method described later. The amount to
feed in for each pass is determined by
computer. Anything that can be done 'to
increase the distance from the cutter base
diameter to the outside djameter, such as,
cutter enlargement or an increase in the

SPECIFIICATIIONS:
'Out. lei'. diameter, max •.••
RooS elrc'le d amele,; m'ln .•
INum'ber ,01 teeth" max.. • • . .
INumber of teeth,. min.. • ... ,
DlmaetraJI pitCh,. min ••..••
Dlametral' pitch, max .•..••

lin.
lin.

29.5,

2
# 1!40
1,2
#
D'.P. 12.7
D.P. 2.12

WMW Machinery,

Inc.

570 Bradley Hm Roael
Blauvelt, INY 10913
IPhone (9"4)358~3330

Maximum lhe'lliingle ..
Stroke.ength , , • , ...••
Double r__
mstrokes
(llnflnltely var.) •.. , ••
MaxCmumtabL
Iload ••
Table bore ..••.••
,.,

deg.
In.

45
8,'9

11/mln. 754,15

Ibs.

880'

In.

3.5,

lMiel'·West Office

1665 Tonne IRoad
Elk Grove VlII'age, IL 60007

Pho.ne (312) 3644530

1
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rub on internal. gears. Fig. 11 shows that
if the stock where rub takes place is
removed by a previous cut, it will no
longer rub. In this example, possibly
more than one cut had to be taken to get
to the "previous" depth, to attain that
depth without rub, The amount of infeed
between cuts for both flank rub and
rough side rub elimination is determined
by the computer program.
Another important feature of the multiplecut/multipass feature is to allow the
use of a taper shank cutter larger than
normal when cutting small internal
splines. Because of reduced rub, a cutter
with one or two teeth more may be used,
resulting in a cutter with a stronger barrel which will be less apt to deflect.
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work pieces. for common pressure angles.
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in cutters and

Cutter Deflection

of Small Taper

Shank Cutters

.I

pARAun

TO CoMMON

The long slim cutters necessary for
small diameter, wide face width, internal
splines require special attention, A good
program computes the relative beam
strength of the barrel of the cutter, and
if it comes below a previously determined minimum, it should change the
cutter to a fluted barrel design. Fig. 12
illustrates the difference in the fluted and
nonfluted design.

to· --.

RADIAL FLANk CUTTER

\

Finished Cutter Design

~'tE"

When the final optimized design has
been determined
using the methods
outlined above, computer and plotter
create a .fully detailed working drawing
as shown on Fig. 13. In addition to. this,
any enlarged layouts required for the
fabrication of the cutter are plotted along

~

fig. 10- Flank rub diagram - internal

work.
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cui or multipass

AI.

E·ij

A ...

SAME CUTTER AS FIG.. A WITH ·FLUTES·
ADDED. BEAM STRENGTH INCREASED 50'-'

method

of eliminating

rub.

Fig. ll-lmptovement
fluted barrel design.

of beam strength by use of
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Fig. 13- Sample working drawing.
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Fig. 15- Example ·0£ undercut for preshaving
pregrlmling, 10 d.p., 25" p.a,
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Fig. 16- (left) Plotted
involute chan of part
shown in fig. 15. Note
stock left at TIF
diameter.
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Fig. 17-Tip mod~ication-6f8
ternal gear. See also Fig. 5.

d.p., 2.0° p.a, In-

Fig. IS-Extreme
pinion.

with a greatly enlarged layout from 10
to 100 x size of the work tooth profile.
Examples of these work layouts are
shown in Figs 14-18.
NOTE: These layouts show two
values of fillet height and modification
diameters, one forUfTont" (new cutter).
and one for the life position. This change
is due to the reduction of the outside
diameter of the cutter as it is sharpened
back, resulting in a change in the active
pressure angle (APAt thus changing the
fillet and modification diameters.
The computer programs also compute
and print other important information
for the designer and user, including the
variation in depth of CUlt throughou; the
life of the cutter, variation in chamfer
produced by a chamfering cutter and
variation in the outside diameter produced by a 'topping cutter ..
Each final cutter design. along with al.l
of the input gear data, is stored in a data
base on the computer system and is
avadable to any computer aided manufacturing (CAM) programs used in the
fabrication of the cutter.

Condusion
The development of this type of software greatly enhances the ability to
rapidly design a gear shaper cutter to do
the best job possible. The many critical
points that must be checked are done so
without [ail, withappropriate
action in
each case. The precise plctted layouts of
the work are invaluable in communieating the exact profile that will be produced on the workpiece.
Acl!n.owledge.ment:
Reprinted courtesy of the Society of Manufactun'ng Engineers, copyright 1986. /rom the Gear
Processing Technology Clinic.
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Gaar Cutting Tools

SPECIFICATIONS

Mitsubishi mechanical and electronic technologies come
together today in a full lineup of the most advanced gear
cutting machines on the market. Whether your requirements
call for hobbing, gear shaping or gear shaving, including
flexible gear manufacturing systems, Mitsubishi offers the
ideal solution for any need. All machines are unsurpassed
in nexibility, speed, accuracy and rigidity - resulting in
new standards of productivity. For full information on the
entire lineup, along with available tools, contact us today.

,
~

MITSUBISHI:
HEAVY INDUSTRIES,
5·1, Marunouchl

LTD.

2-chome, Chiyoda·ku, Tokyo, Japan
Cable Address: HISHIJU TOKYO

Ma~c
Max.
Main Molar
Workpiece Workpiece
(HPJ
Dla. (in) Pilch (D.P.)

Model

5.917.9

Gear Hobbers

GA15CNC
GA25CNC
GA40CNC
GA63CNC

9.8
15.7
24.8

4

Gear Sl1apers

SA25CNC
SA4QCNC
SA63CNC

Gear Shaver

FA30CNC

6.35
4
1.8

10
10
10
20

8800
17600
18700
24,200

9.8
15.7
25.6

4
4
32

7..5
10
24.7

11,000
15,600
21,100

12.2

a.z

7,5

11.500

Mitsubishi Haavylndustries
873 Supreme Drive, Bensenvule, JL 60106 Phone

America, Inc.
(312) 860-4220

Mitsubishi International Corporation
873 Supreme

Drive, Bensenville,
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KHV Planetary Gearing
Dr. David Yu

M~C P"oouds Corporation.
Skokie, 11

Abtrac;t:
When ,evaluating mod'· m machinery, space and weight are often
indices as important as effidency. Planetary gearing may have many
o.f the desired characteristics: light weight, smaH size, large speed
ratio, high effidency, etc, The question is can a single type of
planetary gearing possess all the above advantages combined. In
order to give a correct answer, the basic Itypes of th - plan t~ry gearing will presented first; Ithen,. through comparison of different types.
a r,elatively flew type of planetary gearing. ,the KHV planetary, will
be recommended. ln a. later .artide.an optimum programming for
the design of the KHV planetary gear wilI be introduced.

Introduction
Traditionally. a worm or a multi-stage gear box has been
used when a large speed ratio is required, However, such
boxes will become obsolete as size and efficiency become increasingly important considerations for a modern transmission. The single-e..nveloped worm gear has a maximum speed
ratio of only 40 to 60. Its ,efficiency is only 30 to 60 per cent.
The necessity of using bronze for the worm gear and grinding nitroaUoy steel. for the worm drives up material and
manufacturing costs. Large axial Iorces (that on the worm
areequal to the tangential force on the worm gear) require
bulky bearings and shafts. Double-enveloped worm gearing
can obtain a higher ,efficiency, but the required technology
is complicated with no in I!erchange.ability. The maximum
speed ratio is about 5 to 7 for a single st.age gear box and
25 Ito 50 for a double-stage. The multi-stage gear box is complex in structure with many gears. shafts, bearings, etc., and
its efficiency decreases when power passes gears and bearings in each stage. There are many advantages to epicyclic
or planetary gearing, such as, light weight, small size, large
speed ratio. high efficiency and the capability of providing
at differentia) motion. However, each type of planetary gearing has its own particul ..ar fe.atuI'es, and whether or not there
isa type that can possess all the features and all the above
merits combined is debatable.
Most methods for classifying epicyclic or planetary gearing are based on structure, but sometimes the 'structure alone
cannot Jlepr6ent the other important Features. Hence, it is

suggested that not only structure, but also other .inmces (such
as, speed ratio, efficiency, etc.) be expressed in Ithe' classihcation, The classification and some strict definitions used in 'this
artide might be quite different from those in other books.
For example, according to Gear Handbook. (11 the "single
epicyclic gear" has three Iypes:"planetary geat' (Fig. Ia), "star
gear" (Fig. Ib) and "solar gear" (Fig. tc). The "compound
epi.cydic gear" also has three types: "compound planetary
gear" (Fig. 2a)'. "compound star gear" (Fig. 2b) and "compound
solar gear" (Fig. 2c). But in 'tMs articie, four of the six dJfferent categories aile considered one type, .2K-H (-),and the other
two types might not be considered ,epicycliC gears at all, It

c

b

-I
fig. 1- Thre

types of "Single Epicyclic Gear"aClcording

to Re erellCl· 1.
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is better to use the term "gearing" instead of the above "gear,"
since "gear" means only one gear, and "gearing" implies a pair
of gears or a. gear train or a gear set. An epicyclic gearing
must have a planet gear which orbits a common central axis
when it is revolving its own axis. The locus of any point except its center is an epicycloid orepitrochoid, which is where
the term "epicyclic gearing" comes from. The "star gear" (Fig.
Ib) or the "compound star gear" (Fig.. 2b) should not be considered a type of "epicyclic gearing" because the carrier is
fix.ed, and there is not any epicydeidal motion. Practically,
it is only a conventional gear train.
In order to give a strict definitien, the author suggests using
the term "moving-axis gearing." A moving-axis gearing con-

;p
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Q.

Woul'd you beHeve that this
steering gear IPiinioncould be
'cold fofmed?

A.

IBeHeveit. Helicremenlal
ESCOFlER: maeblnes can do it

-

--

-a!nd

UiPllOI

.iv,e'tim.es faster than

any other methodl

Coldlorming precise helical configurations such as shaftSleering gear
pinions can only be done using: ESCOFIER Hellcremental machinery.
DIller benefits: chip less machining" improved mechan Ical properties
.. no waste ...exceptional surface quality .. exact tolerances .' less
downtime -lower unit cost .. exceplional increased productivity. Gall or
write for information on how ESCOFIBR rotary cold forming techniques
can save' time and mon~y in your operation.

I
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Leadersl1ip In rotary cold forming technology
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sists of planets with moving axes and the other gears tha:
directly mesh with the planets. Fer example, in Fig .. 3,. the
moving-axis gearing includes a-H-p-b, where p is the planet,
and H is the carrier supporting the planet. Both gear a and
gear b are in direct mesh with the planet p. Either the axis
of gear a or the axis of gear b coincides with the common
central axis 0-0; therefore, a and b are called central gear K.
Neither gear c nor gear d has a moving axis nor does either
one directly mesh with the planet, Therefore, they are net
members of moving-axis gearing, and they form a conventional gearing. Since in conventional gearing, all the axes of
the gears are fixed, they can be named fixed-axis gearing.
In a moving-axis gearing, as in Fig. 3, if gear b is fixed,
we only need to knew the motion .of either H or a. Then

.=-

I

0
~
.-

I

I

.....
d

I
I
I

.Fig. 3 - Moving-axis

gearing & fixed-axis gearing,

we can determine the other. In ether words, there is only one
constraint or one degree of freedom. Since the motion of this
kind of gearing is something like the motion of the planet
orbiting a fixed star, the author suggests using the term
"planetary gearing," A planetary gearing isa type of moving-

axis gearing that has only one degree of freedom.
In the planetary gearing, one of the main members (except the carrier) must be of zero angular velocity, Usually,
zeraangular
velocity implies fixed, but nat always ..Exceptions will be explained later. The speed ratio of the planetary
gearing is aconstantand
can be determined by the relation
of the numbers of teeth of the gears.
Another type of moving-axis gearing is differential gearing, which is defined as fellows: A differential gearing is a
mooing-axis gearing that has two degrees of freedom. For
example, if in Fig.. 3, neither a, b nor H is fixed, two motions of the three members should be given; then, the third
can be determined. Therefore, the speed ratio of the differential may net be aconstant if the motion .of any of the three
members is changed. Through a differential, two motions can
be composed into one motion (two input toone output), and
vice versa, The term "fixed-differential" used in Reference 1
will not be used in this article. Because this type of gearing
has only one degree of freedom, it is net a differential, but
a planetary gear.
In order to have a dear comparison among different types,
it is necessary to introduce the calculations for speed ratio
and dficiency.

Speed Ratio
In moving-axis gearing, the sign of a speed ratio should
be taken into account, and some definitions should be given,
The angular speed ratio of two members, a and b, is defined as
Cab - Na/Nb
where the subscript ab means From a to b, and N, and Nb
are the angular velocities (or number of revolutions per time)
of a and b.
If the speed ratio is from b to a, then
rba - Nb/Na

lIrab

=

If rab > O,a and b rotate i.n the same direction, and if rab
in opposite directions.
If Ir. bl > 1, hum a to b is a speed reduction, and if Irabl
< 1, from at to b is at speed increase.
A high speed ratiocan be obtained when either the absolute value of at reduction speed ratie is very large. or the
absolute value of an increase speed ratio is very small. For
example, both Irabl - INa/Nbl - 100 and Irbal - INb/Nal
- 0.01 are ccasidered high speed ratios. The lowest speed
ratio is Irl - 1.
n a speed ratio of two members is relative to a third
member or a relative speed ratio, a superscript is used. For
example. the relative speed ratio of a and b to H is defined as

Frictional power is caused by fr.ictional force and relative
sliding velocity and is a function of either force and relative
velocity or torque and relative angular velocity. Suppose there
are two systems. planetary gearing and its modified system.
in which the carrier H is assumed to be relatively fixed,
Torque is independent of motion, and the relative an:guJar
velocity of any two members remains unchanged whether
the carrier is relatively fixed or not. Therefore, the two
systems have the same frictional loss power. Through the
modified system. find out the frictional loss power, then
calculate the efficiency .of the planetary. We define

< 0,

~b

(Na - Nh)/(Nb-Nh)

-

l/rGa

-

P~ - Ta (N~ - Nj\)

(5a)

and

(Ia)

(5b)
In the same way,
b

rah r~h -

.

. ~

.

(Na

-

Nb)/(Nh

-

(Nb

-

N,)I(N"

- Na)

Then we can obtain the following

Nb)

-

b

l/rha

(lb)

11

(Ie)

~b

T a and T b are the torques. P~ and P~ are the latent powers
of a and b. respectively, Since they are not real powers, but
have the same dimension as power, it is convenient 'to refer
to them as the latent powers.
In the modified system, if P~>O (P~<O), from Equa'ti.on
4a. then

three basic 'equations:

+ r~h - 1
rCa + r~h - 1
b + .rhb
a -c 1
rha
~b

(2a)
(2b)
(2-)

(6a)

and

There is onJy one speed ratio (or its reciprocal) that can
be related to the size and can also provide some characteristics
of the planetary. It is the relative speed ratio to the carrier
H and is named. the basic speed R".

Ro - ~b (The reciprocal
alternative. )

rta

(7a)

can also be used as an

The relative speed ratio of a and b to H is based on considering the carrier Has relatively fixed. It,. therefore, can
be determined in the same manner as that for a fixed-axis
gear train, and the relation of teeth or diameters can be used.
Then

Ro - r~b-

Zb

(-ll(Zb

, .. )/(Za Z~

)(3)

where: Za' Z~. ' .....
are numbers of teeth of the driving gears from a to b: Zb. Zb. . . . .. . . .. . are numbers of
teeth of the driven gears from a to b, and p is the number
of pairs of external grearing from a to b.
This G.ear Grind~erhas been IDesigned to Meet
Ihe Requirements of all Gear Manufacturers
Whe~herJob Shop or High Production

Efficiency
Input power Pill is defined as positive, and output power
Pout and frictional loss power Pr are negative, ConventionaUy, efficiency is used asa. positive value. therefore.
sometimes a minus sign or an absolute sign should be added
as follows:
1/-

-Pout/Pin

-

(Pin -

IPEiJ!p., -1 - IPI1/P,,,

For creepfeed or conventional
(inlemal and external) withrull

SpeCIllCltlonl'
Max. O!Irside diam&let
.•
Min. root diameter. . .. . . . . .. "
Mln.lMax. O:P
. . .. . .•..
....•.......
Max. number of teell1. ..
.
Min. numberofl_,
. ..
..

(4a)

and

If the frictional loss power can. be evaluated, it is not difficult to calculate the efficiency. The method for calculating
the frictional. loss power is based on "latent power" Or "gearing power." Although the procedures of derivationare
diffurent.the resulting formulae are similar in References 2-7.

spur gear :gnnding
4'axis CNC ,conlrol.

I

• ..•....

24 •

31.·
32 10 2
eoo

. . .•.

:Some of thll features. Iln!:h.!d'e:
a) 1'10 restnclions locrownmg
capablllb' - ally crown is po5I!ible
b) 00 cams, are required !'or any fu"ctlon
c) involute conlrol in increments 01 .00004 10 any desired involu!
modification
d) choice 01 three different Internal heads
e) internal or external I3orazon wheel capability
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The State of the Art ...

HURTH CNC HARD OE---

The HUATH !hard finiishiin'g precess is an entireliy
new approach togear manufacture and finishing
because it enables the manufacturer to aner the
geomehy of the teeth whUe smoothingl the tooth
"lank surfacesot external and internal hardened
'gears. This process can correct errors lin IprofUe,
spacing and 'lead, as weill as such parameters as
radial runeut, pitch and cumulative pitch, The
end product is a more accurate, smoother,
Qluieter~:running gear~
To accampltshthts, the tool flank and thework
gear flank beingl machined are positively ,guided
in such a way that the' workptece and tool are
rigidlly Illinkedl durlngl machining wlith the too:I'

performing a pl!ungle-feed motion for stock
removal. AIIIIr,lght·handfla.niks are finished first.
The maehlne then reverses andlfinishes
Ilefthand flanks. Thiis sing:I!g..flankcontact means no
broken-out tool teeth due to workpiece defects
and permits eerreetleri er "redesign" of the
workpiece, 'gear durilng finishing',
The tool, either Bora.zon®or ceramle, is condlUoned and profil'ed for the work gear g:eometry
and desiredstock remova!1 by uSingl coated
dressing master. Dressingltalkes no longer than
the time requlred to flinislh one workpiece and
each dressiing removes a. minilmal amount of
material from the tool surfaces.

a

FINISHING MACHINES
STARCUT SUPPLI ED
PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES

Stair Machine Toolls
Standard and eNC Hob
Sharpeners
Shaper Cutter Sharpeners
GNG Too:1and Cutter
Grinders (5-.Axiisand 6-Axis),

Stair Cutting Tools
Hobs
Form-Reheved Cutters

Gun Drills
The hard finishing process gives the widest range
of a,pplications ot a/l post-hardening gea', finishing
methods, Adjacent shoulders or col/ars rarely pose
serious problems.

Gun Reamers
Keyseat Cutters

Gold Stair C,oatiings
Hurth Machine Toolls
eNe Gear Shavingl
Machines
CNC Gear Roilling Machines
Gear Testi;nQl Machines
Shavingl Cutter Grinding
Machines

eNC Gear Tooth Ghamfer!ing
Machines
Gear DeburrinQl Machtnes
Hard Gear Fi;nishing
Machines

eNic
This illustration shows the tool finishing the workpiece gear and the exteme! masrer ge.srs engaged
to control ;Ihe operation.

Other advantages of the process:
• .AGMA Class 14 achtevable,
• Deflinitely no grindingl burns.
• Tool marks run diagonally to glear
diameter;
• Permits machining, of gear teeth adlacent
to shoulders.
• Equipment is ideal for automated work
handling.

TliN Coatingl :Systems

cornotete Turnkey
Applicatiions

Stieber
Precision

Ptees« write or p.hone for details on this
revolutionary new process.
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Ctarnpmq Tools

In the modified
4b, then

system, if P~<O (pg>o), from Equation

71ta -

-P~/Pg

- P~/(P~ +Pj)

(eb)

and

The superscript h indicates that the carrier is relatively
fixed. Some feature of the modified system is similar to that
of a fixed-axis or conventional gearing. Therefore, the data
or formulae for calculating the ~ffidency of a conventional
gearing can be loaned to 'l~b or 'lCa'
In a planetary system, one of the basic members should
be of zero angular velocity. For example, Nb - 0, then H
and a will be the input and the output.
Let Sa - P~/Pa - Ta(Na - Nh)/(Ta Na) - 1 - Nh/Na1 -

In the planetary,

(8)

l'ha

a is the input or driving member; i.e.,

Pin - Fa - T a Na >

°

If 5a>o, then P~>o. Using Equations 4a and 7a, obtain
'laJ, -

-Ph/Pa

-

1 -

IPfl/Pa

-

1 - (I -11~)

P~/Fa -

1 - (1 - 'l~b) (1 -rha)
(9)
If Sa < 0, then P~<O. Using Equations 431 and 7b, obtain
?lah = -Ph/Pa
- 1 - IPfl/Pa - 1 - (1 - T]ga)IP~I/
(Pa tjGa) - 1 -

In the planetary,
Pout

=

Pa

-

Ta. Nil

11 -

fhal (1 -1jGa)I?lGa

(10)

H is the input or driving member; i.e.,
< 0.

NOW CU'T' IKEYWAYS
AU'TOMAT'I!CA'LLY

THE WOALD'S BEST~SE'LUNG KEYS~EATIER
liS NOW E¥EN, BETTEIR

.tniroducing the New
Mitts & Merrill .P,CIHydrrClulic reYlealer
If you need more than 10
keyways cut each week.
chances ale very good your
company's investment in a
new Milts & Merrill PC!
Hydraulic Keyseater can
easily be justified.
Let uskoow

Easy 10 operate micro-

processor controls
requirements. We'lI show
you why using a new M itts
& Melli II PC/Hydrau lie
Keyseater is the mosl cos/effective way for you to cut
accurate' keyways.

(0)

I b)

Fig. 4 - BaSICarrangements

Ie)

of 2K-H (-) type.

[f Sa < 0, then P~ > 0 .. Using Equations 4b and 7a,
obtain'1ha. - -Pa/Ph - Pa/{Pa + Pf}
~ 111[1 + (1 - J1~b) 11 -s,n
(11)
[f Sa > O,then P~ < O. Using Equations 4b and 7b, obtain
%a - l1g.l(71ga + (1 - 1jga) (1 - rna)]
(12)
As mentioned before, there are different methods for classifying the planetary. The classification suggested in this article can specify some important features of each type and
might be better than the others, Since the primary subject
of this article is not the classification system, only some basic
types will be introduced for a. comparison between the KHV
and the others ..

2K~H (-} TYPE
2K means two central gears, H denotes one carrier, and
(-) means that the basic speed ratio is negative; i.e., Ro <
O. The basic arrangements of the 2K-H ( - ) are shown in F:i:g.

4.
Speed Ratio
Ro - r~b is the basic speed ratio which can be determined
by the numbers of teeth. For example, in Fig. 4a and 4c, Ra
= ~b - -Zb/Za<O;and
in Fig ..4b, Ra - r~b = -Zblg/(Za

2f)<'0.
If b is fixed, 0'1' Nb = 0, then
(Nh - Nb) - Na/Nh - tah'

r~h

-

{Na

-

Nb)1

From Equation 2a, r~h - 1 - ~b - 1 - Ra,· then
raj, - Na/Nh1 -r~b - 1 + I~bl - 1 + IRoI
(13)
If, instead of the ring gear b. the sun geara is fixed, just
exchange the symbols a and b in Fig. 4, and fand g in Fig. 4b.
Efficiency
Since raj, > 1, cha - lIcah < 1. From Equation 8, Sa - 1
~ rha > O. Therefore, if a is input, Equation 9 should be
used, and if a is output, Equation 12 should be used ..For example, if Ro = r~b - -3, then fan - 1 + IRal - 1 + 3 4. The effi.cienciesare listed in Table 1.

FilS"" set- up
• Rugged slabilily
II Depll1 repeatablli1y
10.0111"

II

Mitis & Merrill Products

C'IRTHABt:
1571WEST ENO ....VENlJE·

CARTHAGE.

[MiIj][]][][lli lm][llJM
NVI3619'

TELEX 937-<118· PHONE (315/400·2380
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If 'I'j~bor 1jga is a constant, the relation between efficiency
and speed ratio is as in Table 2.
Important Features
Since 2K-H ( -) type has a Ro<O, as for cylindrical gears,
it must consist of one pair of internal gearing (+) and one
pair of external gearing (-), S0' that (+)( -) - (-). For bevel

Table L Efficiency of a 2K-H (-) planetary
constant speed ratio and different J7~ (or

Reduction

with

'7t.)

Increase Speed Ratio Ih.. - 1 4

Speed Ratio rail - 4

w

~

~

~~

W
W

~
~~

~

%.~

%

%.~

80

85.00

80

84.21

Table 2. Efficiency of a 2K-H ,,-) planetary with
respect to the speed ratio
.
Speed Reduction

"

7

,fa., -

95%

Speed increase "

SO

gears, when H is relatively fixed, members a and b should
have opposite directions of rotation as in Fig, 4c.
Fmm Equation 13, r..h - Na/Nn - 1 + IReI. For example, if Ra-ZbIZa' then fah - 1 +~/Za'
It reveals the
fact that the speed ratio of a planetary r..h is only one plus
the absolute value of the basic speed ratio, Ro, which
represents 'the speed ratio ·of a fixed-axis gearing or a conventional gearing. Usually, the larger the Rot the larger the
diameter of th biggest gear, which determines the overall
size. Therefore, the 2K-H (-) type cannot be used for high
speed ratios, because its size will be too large. The maximum
speed ratio for the 2K-H (-) type is about 12. For example,
the "ROSS" reducer wi.tha structure similar to, Fig. 4a has
a maximum speed ratio of only 9, (8], which sometimes can
also be obtained by a pair of conventional gears. When a
high speed ratia is required, muhi-st~ge gearing should be
used, which results in. a complicated structure with many
gears, shafts and bearings.
Since r ah > 0, the input and the output always have the
same direction of rotation. Since raJ, > 1, froma to H must
be a speed reduction, and from H to a must be a speed

increase.
from Tables 1 and 2, we can observe that the change of
speed ratio has liule effect on the efficiency, and the effiden'cy of the 2K-H (-) is higher than the efficiency when H is
relatively fixed, This is a very important feature. For example, if the efficiency of a gearing transmitting 10,000 hp drops
1 %, this might be' a small relative amount. But 10,000>:::1%
- 100 hp, which means an increase of 100 hp of power loss
or the generation of a large amount of heat. Then the
temperature of the lubricant would increase and its viscosity
would decrease, which might cause the failure of the gearing. Therefore, for the large power gearing, the efficiency
should be kept as high as possible, and the 2K-H (-) isa
good candidate.

95 %

117
1110

95.11
95.50
95.10

10

"t. -

95.68
95.48
95.10

1150

arrangements are as shown in Fig. 5.
If b is fixed, from Equation 2 and the fact that
find
fah -

N./Nh

- 1 -

~b

-

I

-Ra -

1 -

Ro > 0,

IRaI

w
(14)

When Ro approaches 1, the r ah approaches zero, which
means ran will become a very high speed increase ratio and
its reverse rha will be a very high speed reduction ratio ..For
example, in Fig. Sa .if Zit - 100, Zb- 101, Zg - 99, and
Zf - 100, then Ro - r~b - Zg Zb/(Z. 21)99x101l(100xlOO) - 9999110000 >0, and rah - Na/Nh ,1 - Ro -1110000 and rha - Nh/Na = 1000.
The mai:n features of 2K-H (+) type are as follows:
Since Ra > 0, usually, the 2K-H (+) consists ,of two pair
of internal gears or two pairs of external gears .. A. for the
bevel gearing, a and b should have the same direction of rotation when H is relatively fixed.
When R-o approaches 1, r ah approaches zero and CM ap-proaches infinity. Therefore, a very high speed ratio can be
obtained and the size remains small.
When 0 < R, < 2, the.n Irahl < 1. This means from a to
H is a speed increase. If Ro >2, then Irhal > 1. It means from
a to H is a speed reduction. Usually. a large Ra requires a

( oj

( b)

( cl

2K-H {+ ) Type
This lypea]so consists of two centra] gears and one carrier, but has a positive basic speed ratio Ro > O. Its basic

:Fig. .5 - Basic arrangements

of 2K-H (+) type.
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B. Involuntary - Contact Ratio, etc.
C. Helical Gears - Lead - Helical Overlap
Our Toolh Sy.t8IM
A Full Depth
B. Full Fillet
C. Stub Depth
Genenil Formulae
Malhemlltlc. - (I.T.W. Trig Book)
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

3.
•.

5.

8.
7.

2. HI SPEED STEELS
A.
B
C
D.

Common Types
Special Types
Heal Treatment - Metallurgy - Forgings
Controls
E. Surface Treatments
F. Special Cases

3. CUTTING THE GEAR
1. Forming
A. Milling
B. Broaching
C. Shear CUlling
2, Genemlng
A. Shaping
a) Rack Type
b) Circular Type
c) Machine Types and Manufacturers

4.

BRoiling
2. Ge., Flnllhlng after Heat Tr•• t
A. HOning
B Lapping
C. Grinding
a) Methods - Formed WheelGenerallng - Threaded Wheel
b) Machine Types

5. GEAR INSPECTION
1. Funcllotlal

A. Gear Rollers
B. Gear Chaners
a} Aeadlng the Chart
b TOOlh.to',TOOlh
Composite Error
c Tolal Composite Error
C Masler Gears
e,l Tolerances
b Designs
oj Special Types
2. Analytical
A. Size - Tooth Thickness
B. Runout
C Spacing
D. Lead
E. Involute
3. Automltlc and Seml-Automatlc
A. How They Work
B. Whal Can Be Checked
C. How Fast
4. Chart Interpretation - Analytical and Functional
A. Reading the Charts
B. Which Errors Affect Other Elements
C. How 10 Correct the Error the Chart Shows

FINISHING THE GEAR
I. Gear Flnllhlng-

Before Herdenlng
A. Shavmg
a) The ShaVing Cutter
b) Types of Shaving - Conventional,
Underpass. Diagonal
c) Crown ShaVing
dl ShaVing Cutter ModiflcalJOns
e ClHlrdina\lng Tool DeslgnThe Shaver and Pr'II·Shave Tool
1) Ae·Sharpening
g) Machines

The 4-day program consists of a coordinated series of lectures given by the Engineering,
Production and Inspection staffs of Illinois Tool Works Inc. They represent over sixty years 01
experience In gear and tool specialization.
The sessions are conducted with a technique and approach that. leads to intereslng
discussion and participation. Starting with Ihe basic fundamentals. the program is directed
into those arees 01 greatest Inlerest and value 10 the people attending the particular session.
The groups are kept small so that IhlS object is rea.dily accomplished.
As mentioned. the planned program lasts four days. One·half of the fourth day is for individual discussion 01 specific problems In a detailed manner with members of the Illinois
Tool Works' staff.
More than 4,000 individuals from hundreds of companies representing manufacturing,
engineering, inspection and management. have come to Chicago lor these programs. They
have been conducted on a monlhly basis since 1958. Classes have also been conducted in
Europe. We are certain that this well rounded program has helped all of them to a better job
and also given them a beller understanding of engineering. manufacturing and inspection.
All those attending are assigned 10 the same hotel. This promotes friendly contact and
diSCUSSionof mutual problems and interests. Tuition for the course Includes transportation
from the hotel to ITW and back, one group dinner, all continental breaklasts and all lunches.
We hope we may Include your company In one of our Training Programs.
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6. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
AND SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
OR PLANT TOUR
This Program is flexible and changed to meet Ihe
needs of each group.
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large size, therefore, Ro > 2 is seldom used.
When Ro < 1, then Tab > 0, which means that a and Hare
in the same direction of rotation. \!Vhen Ro> 1, then Cab <
0, which means that a and H are rotating in opposite
directions.
When R.. lies between 0 and I, fan - I - R, - 1 to 0,
therefore, 1ha - lIran > I and Sa - 1 - rha < O. If a is the
input, then Equation 10 is used for calculating 7)ah' If H is
the input, Equation 11 is used for 1'100"
When Ro is larger than 1then fah < 0; therefore, rha < 0,
and Sa
O. U a is the input, Equation 9 is used for
,calculating for 'lilll" If H is the input, Equa'tion 12 is used for

>

'lha'

The efficiencies of Ro, - 64/6.3 and Ro - 11/12are listed
in Table 3 as 'examples.
From the above, three important conclusions can be drawn:
a). The 2K-H (+) has a very useful feature, the capability
of providing a high speed ratio with a small size. However,
the larger the speed ratio, the lower the efficiency. For ex-

ample, the "ANDANTEX" reducer is similar to the one in Fig.
Sa. When rha - 3.27, 'lha == 95%, but when lha - 67, I1ha,
is only about 45 % . (91 Therefore, effort should be made Ito
increase the efficiency.
b). When the geari_ng is for speed mcrease, the ,efficiency
may become negative, which is called self-lock and is normaUy undesirable.
c). The efficiency is very sensitive to the ,change of l(j~ (er
'lCa). Therefore, how to obtaina.
high 'l~b is a crucial
problem for increasing the efficiency of the 2K-H (+) Itype.

KH.V Type
From the previous discussion, it is clear that the 2K~H (-)
high efficiency, but its maximum speed ratio,
is small (not much larger than that of a pair of conventional
gears)', and 'the 2K-H ( + ) type can provide a high speed ratio,
with a small size, but its efficiency is low. One feasible method
of overcoming these disadvantages is to combine these two
types. The combinarion (which can provide a medium speed
type can obtaina
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ratio with a medium efficiency') is named 3Ktype. Owing
to space limit, the details of the 3K will not be discussed here,
However, its structure must be meeecomplkated
than a single
2K-H (-) or 2K-H ,(+), and sometimes, the gain may be less
than the loss. An interesting question may arise: whether
there is a type that can obtain both high efficiency and high
speed ratio with a small size and a compact structure.
first, for a large speed ratio, it is better to choose .2K-H
(+) type which is made up of two pairs of either internal
gearing, (+) (+) - +, or-external gears ( -) (-) - +. Can
we just use one pair of intema] gears (+) Ito obtain a more
compact structure?
Secondly, for increasing efficiency when other conditions
are the same, the most important factor is '1~b (or '1Ca); i.e,
the efficiency when the carrier is relatively fixed or the efficiency of a conventional gearing. (See Table 3.) This figure
can. be obtained from some empirical data (for example, 0.95
to 0.98 for a pair of external gears and 0.97 to 0.99 fora
pair of internal gears) or from some formulae as in References
5, 6 and 10. One of them for a pair of gears is as foUows:,
171Z -

1 - 3.14159 iJ'

x,

(22 ± Zl) 1 (2 Z2 Zl)

(15)

where: 2z and Z1 are numbers of teeth, I! is coeffident of
friction,"+" stands for external gearing, "-" for internal gearing: and K, is meshing ·coefficient.
K, has a relation to 'contact ratio and the position of
meshing. I! bears relation to materials, surface finishing,
lubrication.etc, Besides K, and u; the important Iactorsare
the numbers of teeth and arrangement. For example, in a pair
of external gears where Z2 -100 and 21 - 99, the (Za +
ZI) 1(2221) - 199/9900. In an internal gear pair. (Z2 Z1)/(22Z1) - 119900. Therefore, internal. gearing is much
better than external, and the best arrangement is Za - 2]
- 1.
Thirdly, ina planetary along the power flow, the fewer
the pairs of gears, the higher the ,effidency. If i.t consists of
only one pair of gears, the power loss would be the smallest.
It is the KHV type that can satisfy the above requirements,
Consisting of only a central gear (ring gear b) meshing with
planets (a), a carrier (H), and an equal angular velocity
mechanism (V), the KHV (as shown in Figs. 6(7) is compact
in structure, light in weight, and capable of providing both
large speed ratio and high efficiency. The speed ratio for a

b

Fig.6
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The KHV type.

Jig. 7 - The KHV reducer With H as input and V as, output.

single stage KHV is from 40 to 200. Its weight and size are
about one quarter those of a multi-stage conventional gear
box. Through optimum design, its ,efficiency can reach 92 %
when the speed ratio is up to 200.
.
The KHV has at basic speed ratio Ro - 2b/Z" > 0, which
is similar to the 2K-.H (+). Therefore, the KHV ·can provide
a high speed ratio. Since it consists of only one pair of internal gears, it might be possible for the KHV to obtain a. high
efficiency.
There are only three main members in the KHV: the ring
gear b. the carrier H, and the planet a .. If one is fixed, the
other two should be the input and the output.
If the ring gear b is fixed, or Nb - O,then
r~ - Na/Nh - 1 -Ro - 1 - r~b- 1 - Zb/Za - (Za Zb)/Za
(See Equation 2a.)
(16)

If the angular velocity of the planet is zero, or Na - 0,
r6h - Nb INh - 1 - r1:a - 1 - 2a/Zb - (2b - Za)/Zb
(17)

The equal angular velocity mechanism V is used to transmit
the motion and power of the planet to a shaft whose axis
coincides with the central axis. Any ,coupling 'that can
transmit motion between two parallel shafts, such as, universal joints or Oldham couplings, might be used as the V.
However, these kinds of couplings are too large and heavy,
which would tend to, nul[ifythe
advantages of the KHV.
Therefore, special designs for the V should be used. One of
them is the plate shaft type, as shown in Fig.B. On the planet
there are several holes of the same diameter d2 equally
spaced ona circle of D. On the plate shaft there isa plate
having several pins of the same diameter d1 equally spaced
on a cir-cle of D. Each pin fits into one hole. The dimensions
are so arranged ,that d2 - d1 - 2 0102, where Ol~ is the
center distance of b and a. Then OlOzM N can form a
parallelogram four-bar linkage, in which. the opposite bars
always have the same angular motion. Since M and .02, are
on the plate, MOz can represent the plate shaft. Since Nand
01 are on the planet, NOl can represent it.. MOz and N01

therefore, are opposite bars of the same angular motion. As
mentioned before, Na - 0 does not mean that the planet a
is fixed, otherwise the KHV cannot work because it is
jammed.
In Fig. 8, if :ring gear b is rotatable, and the plate shaft
(M02) is fixed, the planet (NOl) can move when carrier H
(DI02) rotates. Since (NO}) should have the same angular
velocity as the opposite bar (M02), the angular velocity of
the planet (N01) is zero Na-O,
and the movement isa
translation with no rotation. There are also other types of
the V, such as floating plate type, zero teeth difference type,
etc.
fig. 9 is a KHV for driving a five ton gantry. The plate
shaft is fixed, the carrier is the input and the ring gear is the
output. The speed ratio is +741. from outside only the 5.S
hp motor can be seen. The old design used to be a bulky
3-sta:ge gear box parallel tothe wheel. The KHV cuts down
weight and size to the maximum ,extent, since there is no increase in weight and size for the KHV. Allthe parts of the
KHV are built inside the wheel. In the same way, the KHV
can be built inside the drum of a winch, the pulley ofa conveyor or the adapter of a gearmotor.
The KHV was first patented in Germany in 1925.lts tooth
form was epicydoid. In the 19'30's involute tooth form was
also used for the KHV.. However, its development was
hindered for a long time by the problems of interference and
efficiency. Having studied those problems for decades, the
lapa.nese Sumitomo
Company
developed
theCYCLO
reducer .. Improved by using hardened rollers, high accuracy
and modified epicycloid (or epitrochoid) tooth form, the
CYCLO has reached an efficiency of 95% with speed ratio
up to 8,-1mand has become a successful gearing in the world
market. Some businessmen predict that the CYCLO will
replace muln-stage'gear
and worm boxes in the future,
However, it is difficult for other companies to design and
make the particular gear cutting and grinding machines for
the m.odified epitrochoid teeth and to know how to modify
the form.
The basic speed ratio of the KHV is positive (+), similar
to the 2K-H (+) type, which can provide a high speed ratio,
but the higher the speed ratio, the lower the efficiency.
To avoid mterference, the minimum teeth difference between the ring gear-and the pinion of an internal pair of gears
is usually limited to 10 or 12 for 20C pressure angle involute
tooth form ..(12, 13) But the KHV cannot keep to this restriction. Since the 1960's KHVs with teeth differences of 2 to 6
have also been used in China, Iapanand Russia.
However, the author suggests using the smallest teeth difference: i.e .• 1, and a high speed ratio in order to bring the
advantages of the KHV into fun play. The question is how
to avoid interference and increase efficiency. The interference
calculation of internal gearing is very complicated and is
separate!,y introduced in another work by this author. (14)
From Equation 15 the speed ratio fha - -Z,/(Zb - Za)'
therefore, 'the more teeth and the smaller the 'teeth difference,
the higher the speed ratio. For example, if Zb - 50, when
teeth
difference,
Zel Zb Z.a - 1, fha -49/(50-49)--49',
and when Zd - 6, rhil - -441(50'-44)
- -7.3 the same result can also be provided by a pair of

Fig. 8- The plate shaft type equal angular velocity mechanism.

Fig. 9 - A KHV reducer built inside a wheel with H as input iIIId ring gear

as output.

simpleconventicnal

gears.
The best arrangement for high speed ratio and compact
structure is Zd - 1. In Equation 15, because the term (Z2
- Z1)/(Z2Z1) - Zd/(Z~O!), the mOJ1e teethand the smaller
the teeth difference, the smaller this term and the higher the
1/~b(or TId,· which is an important Iacter determining ,efficiency of the KHV. The best arrangement is also Zd - 1
and a large number of teeth or high speed ratio. Therefore,
it might he possible for the KHV with Zd - 1 to obtain
both high efficiency and high speed ratio, Through optimum
programming, the KHV can reachan efficiency of 92 % with
speed ratio up to 200.
The maximum speed ratio of a single stage CYCLO is 87,
which might be limited by the table of the grinding machine

(continued on pll8,e 48)
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Fig. I-Pitt:ing fatigue of 9310 steel carburized to 0.90% carbon,

Abstrad:
A low temperature thennomechanical

finishing process now under

development has the potential for producing longer gear life and
stronger, more reliable and lower cost gears. This process ausforms
the carburized surface of gear teeth while in the metastable austenitic
condition during a gear rolling operation. A high degree of gear
accuracy is possible by the combined use of interactive forming,
low temperature processing and precision gear rolling dies. Thermomechanicalprocessing can eliminate the need for hard gear

grinding, thus offering substantial reductions in. finishing costs as
well as improvements

in pitting fatigue life.

Introduction
Almost all machines or mechanical systems contain precision contact elements such as bearings, earns, gears, shafts,
splines and rollers. These components have two important
common requirements: first. they must possess sufficient
mechanical properties, such as, high hardness, fatigue strength
and wear resistance to maximize their performance and life;
second, they must be finished to dose dimensional tolerances
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to minimize noise, vibration and fatigue loading. As these
requirements become more stringent, the cost of processing
can increase significan.tiy. The combination o.f mechanical
properties and dimensional control is normally accomplished
by separate manufacturing steps, each of which may partially
nullify one or more of the desirable characteristics induced
in the prior operation. For example, highly loaded precision
gears are general1y earburizad to minimize plastic deformation and wear. They are then ground to. achieve the necessary
dimensional control, remove high temperafure transformation products and improve surface finish. The optimum
mechanical properties are developed in the as-earburized condition; thus, the finish grinding operation, which is required
for achieving dimensional. requirements, precludes achieving
maximum strength and reliability. This point is illustrated by
examining the pitting fatigue behavior of carburized 9310 steel
subjected to various surface treatments.(1) (See Fig. 1.) The
unground.as-carburized
finish results in the best fatigue performance compared to the as-ground surfaces, Maximum
dimensional stability and resistance to plastic defo.rmation

areachieved when. the microstructure of the steel is totally
martensitic, Diffusional transformation products, such as ferrite, lead to low hardness, as does untransformed austenite.
The untransformed or "retained" austenite Isalso detrimental 'to dimensional stability, as it can eventually transform
under mechanical stress to martensite. resulting in a volume
change. Cryogenic treatments after normal quenching are
often used to control the amount of retained austenite. as seen.
in Fig. 1. Such treatments can also have a. detrimental effect
on fati-gue life.
Improvements in performance, reliahility and manufacturing costs could be realized i.Esurface finishing and strengthening were accomplished in a single process. Certain low
temperature
thermo mechanical treatments.
such as ausforming. have this potential. AusEorming treatment is applied
to the steel whil.e it is in the metastable austenitic condition
prior to quenching to martensite. The principal benefit of this
treatment is that i't can produce significant improvements in
strength without degrading teughnessand
ductility. In some
steels, toughness is adually improved simultaneously with
strength. The low temperature nature of this treatment produces very Iiule thermal distortion. thus making it ideally
suited for precision finishing operations, The ausformlng process can he directly substituted for groups of ccnventional
finishing processes, saving considerable cost while optimizing mechanical performance. Fig. 2 compares the processing
steps for finishing gears by conventional methods with those
required for ausfonning. Ausform finishing can eliminate
grinding. shaving, shot peening. honing and cryogenic treatments. The import.ance of eliminating grinding for optimized
rolling conta t fatigue l:ife is illustrated in Fig. 3. Removal.
by grinding of more than 1 mil of surface material from 8620
steel carburized 'to. 1.2e can. severely reduce fatigue strength.
This phenomenon can originate from two sources. First. the
fatjgue resistant compressive layers of carburized material are
removed, and, second, incipient grinding damage in the form
of micrecracksand transformation
products is generated.

In addition to. ausfonnirtg, other low temperature thermomechanical treatments for precision finishing are p - ssible. low temperature deformation during the decomposition
of metastable austenite to bainite, known as .isoforming, will
result in significantly different toughness and strength
characteristies
than ausfcrmiag, Numerous
other low
temperature treatments are also possible. providing a large
range of processing options and resulting effects.
Cu:rre.nl Status of Ithe Technology
The strengtheningeffect
of ausfermingisanributed
to the
inheritance of-much of the dislocation structure and carbide

tlN>'[NTItx..At

fiNISHING

Fig. 2: - Comparison of manufacturing
ing fLnishJng of precision gears.

steps - conventional

versus ausfonn-
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distribution generated in the metastable austenite during
deformation to the final, martensite after quenching~2J A fine
dispersion of carbides occurs during the working of austenite,
stabilizing not only the grain size, but 'the subgrain size as
well. (3) Ausfonning results in a very high dislocation densi'ty in the final martensite. The dislocation network produced
is not the normal one where the dislocations are concentrated
at the cell walls; rather, they are more uniformly dispersed,
Larger scale microstructure effects also play an impostant role
in the strengthening process. The low working temperatures
(in the range from room temperature to ll00°F, depending
on alloy composition) tend to restrict austerute grain growth
and, ultimately, the martensite plate size.(4-5) These effects
combine to result in an increase in yield strength with increasing amounts of plastic deformation. The effect of the plastic
deformation of metastable austenite on resulting martensitic
plate size and strength for 0.32C-3.OCr-l.SNi-l.SSi.~0.5Mo
steel is shown in Fig. 4~SJEachpart"icular steel. composition
has a saturation limit above which very little further
strengthening occurs. for a high-carbon, high-chromium coldworked die steel (02 tool steel). this saturation effect is
34
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associated witha.change
in carbide composition. (6) The
change in hardness and carbide form over the range between
o to 60% de.fonnationisseen in Fig. 5.
The two principal requirements fora. steel to respond effectively to the .ausforming treatment are the presence of some
carbide forming elements and the persistence ofthe austenite
in the metastable form -that
is, the existence of a deep
austenite bay region in the isothermal time-temperature-transformation (T -T -T) curve - fora sufficient period of time to
permit the required amount of deformation.
Fig. 6 is the
T-T-T curve for a 1.0C-1.2Cr-3.ZSNi-O.13Mo
steel (carburized 9310) exhibiting such 3. bay region. This steel has been
successfully surfaceausfcrmed.
Numerous highly alloyed
steels are potentially ausformable; however, for low alloy
steels, alloy modification or careful selection may be required.
Some existing through-hardened
steels that may prove to be
satisfactory are 51870, 4370 and 1580. There are also, several
low-alloy steels specifically developed for ausforming, one
of which is the Si-Mn-Mo- V-Cu steel developed at RARDE
over ten years ago. ('7)
At the present time, it is not dear that thennomechanical
Forming near the martensite start 'temperature (Ms) is
detrimental to the final properties. For conventional ausforming, working dose to the M, is not common practice since
deformation can raise the effectiv,e martensitetransformation
temperature and promote the transformation reaction. In this
case, a considerable volume of strong and brittle martensltic
material would undergo deformation. [f ausforming is confined to only the superficial layers, the formation of some
martensite may be tolerated; and, i.ndeed, may even be
desirable.
Surface ausforming of carburized steel has been already
demonstrated. Similar success may be possible for other surrace conditions such as nitriding and carbonltriding. There
is no experience available to suggest the effect of surface composition, case thickness or gradient on the properties of termomechanically treated surfaces.
Ausfonning can have a significant impact on the tempering response of steel. These effects could be utilized advantageously to minimize processing operations and maximize
mechanical properties, Two consequences of ausf,orming are
the low carbon content and low degree of tetragonality of
the subsequent martensite. These result from the precipita-
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temperature thermomechanicaltreatments
only to the surface ·of parts overcomes both of these limitations, rendering
auslorming an idea] processing method for precision machine
elements ..
Auslorming significantly improves the rolling contact pitting fatigue strength of EX15 steel. Fig. 7 shows the Weibull
distribution of rolling contact fatigue failures at a. constant
contact stress of 450 ksi for both ausformed and conventionally quenched and tempered steel. A significant imp.rovement
in fa.tigue lile can. be seen.
The principal features of the apparatus for precision ausforming of gears are interactive forming utiliz.ing dosed-loop
control aad a high accuracy forming die. A schematic
diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 8. In this apparatus,
the gear rolling die is driven by a hydraulic raotor. and the
workpiece gear is engaged and driven by the die. A special
lead profile is generated on the die gear to produce a swagging action on the workpiece as it is being fed Into the die.
This geometry, illustrated in Fig. 9, shows a crown section
on the bottom half of the lead and is used in the final finishing
operation.
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fig. 7-Rolling contact fatigue of EX15 steelat 450.000 psi contact stress.

vertical. and horizontal feed. to be either independent or depen-

tion of carbides during working. Ausforming steels of carbon contents above .3% can eliminate Stage I tempering,
which would occur during the tempering of conventionally
quenched martensite; thus, auto tempering appeal'S to be prometed by ausforming. For surface ausforming, optimum
tempering treatments are most likely not those used for conventionally developed martensite.
At the present time, low temperature thermom.ec:hanical
treatm.ents have very few industria] applications. The reason
is that substantial amounts of plastic deformation are required; thus, making it difficult to achieve uniform deforrnation in complex parts and requiring high forging presures
and considerable
energy expenditure.
Applying
low

dent on each other. Command signals can be dynamically
modified based on feedback signals from each of the four
transducers. The current system is supervised through a 9600
baud serial link to the external microprocessor, The system
is under actual position control at all times, but is in virtual
load control during the deformation operation by use of the
external microprocessor which supervises the generation of
the command signal. The surface austenidzation
is accomplished with a 10 KHz AF induction system. Thermal
monitoring is performed with a noncontacting fiber optic lR
sensing pyrometer. This system is capable of measuring
temperature over the range from 600 to 1800°F using a zinc
sulfide detector. The system response 'time is one millisecond,
permitting continuous reading of the temperature over gear
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system for interactive gear forming.

I

additional cost savings can be realized by the elimination ,of
shaving operations or by requiring less, dimensional, control.
during rough cutting or hobbing operations. In the case of
gear finishing by rolling, a significant cost savings may be
realized in the inspection phase by eliminating the need fO.l"
match setting of gears.
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Rg. 9 - Special lead design for swagging and crowning.

'tooth profile. A 0-10 volt analogoutput
is used as a control
input for real time process control,
Preliminary results on the finishing of gears by rolling in
the metastable austenitic condition have indicated. a potenHal for substantial improvements in gear accuracy. Processing has been performed on a hobbed gear with an initial gear
quality of approximately AGMA 8. The microstructural examination of the finished gear indicated that approximately
V2 to lit mil of material wasseverely worked by the treatment. Considerable improvements in surface finish have also
resulted. An average starting surface roughness of 43.2
microinches eLA has been transformed
to an average
roughness of 11.7 microinches after processing. The retalned
austenite at the surface of an ausf.ormed gear is about 7%,
which is similar to that achieved by conventional finishing
that includes both c:ryoggnic treatment and shot peening. The
hardness profile of the surface ausformed gear tooth was identical to the conventionally treated gear below the depth of

aasfomung.
The ini'tial experiments provided great insight into the
potential
economic
advantages
of thermomechanlcal
finishing. The .ausforming gear rolling operation takes 51
seconds to complete, during, which time ill crown eentour can
also be developed on each tooth. This 'compares teapproximately 38 minutes of grinding time to finish this same gear
without the crown. If crown grinding were petfcrmed, the
finishing time would be closer ,to one hour. Since significant
deformation can be achieved by thermo mechanical, working,

Low temperature thermomechanical
processing has considerable potential for the finishing of precision machine
elements to net shape. The fe.asibiHty of applying aus orming, one such process, to the finishing of spur gears has
already been demonstrated. In this process, the final dimensions and finish quality are achieved by thennomechanically
working the carburized cases of gear teeth while they are still
in the metastable austenitic condition prior to qu nching to
martensite, The results of such processing methods are (1)
the elimination of several manufacturing steps including grinding and. hard finishing, (2) the generation and retention of
surface compressive residual stresses.and (3,) the achievement
of ausfonn strengthening in the surface layers subjected to
the high operating stresses. The following benefits are d rived
from these eHects: sign:ificantly lower manufacturing costs,
greater yield strength, improved fracture resistance, greater
pitting and bending .fatigue strength and greater product
relia bility.
The encouraging results from previous studies justify additional research and development to refineand implement
the technology and to extend it to the other machine elements
such as bearings, splines, cams, rollers, dutch 'surfaces and
shafts.
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Introduction
The art of gear hobbing has advanced dramaticaUy since
the development and introduction of unique machine and tool
features such a no backlash, super rigidity, automatic loading
of cutting tools, CNC contJlols,additi.onal
machine power
and improved cutter materials and coatings. It is essential to
utilize all these features to run the machine economically,
The Following guideline is an attemp! to systemize the
modern knowledge of hobbing and to assist gear process
engineers in selection and detennination of various unknowns
for cutting, gears most efficiently ...obviously, it is an impossible task to take int.o consideration all the variables influencing machine, cutter. speed and feed selection. There are
also differences of opinion regarding the best ways to hob
gears ..Nevertheless, this guideline can serve as a starting point
for a large variety of applications and sizes. The :recommendations are based on the assumption of using adequate hobbing machines, rigid fixtures and TiN coated hobs made of
M35 or similar material.
Cutter Selection

Selection of number of starts. The number of starts of the
hob depends on pitch, number of teeth, stage of manufacturing, gear quality and divisibility with number of teeth of
the gear. GenercaUy, the productivity increases when hobs
with greater number of starts are employed,
Table 1 shows multi-start hobbing limitations depending
on pitch and number of teeth ...
Additional limitations can beset for finish hobbing in
referenee to AGMA quality.
In the case of non-hunting ratio combinationsbetween the
number of teeth of the gear and number of starts of the hob,
the maximum number of starts should not exceed two.
Additional limitations for pre-shave hobbing,
The number of starts should be tested for hunting ratio

AUfHOR:
MR. YEFII'WI KOTl YAR has been an applications engineer with
American· Pfauter, Ltd. since 1979, where he is responsible for computerized·.analysis of gear geometry and gear technologies . He earned
flis MS in mechanical e'lgineering from Odessa Marine Institute,
Odessa, USSR. After graduation Mr. Kotlyar worked in design and
manufac!'uring of agricultural machinery at Tashkent Machine
Institute, USSR.
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combination,
and in case of ill non~hunting ratio. the
number of starts should be reduced until ill hunting condltion is reached ..
For AGMA quality less than 11. the number of starts can
equal 2. even in the case of non-hunting
ratio
combinations .
For AGMA quality greater than 10, the number of starts
should flat exceed 3. (See Table 2.)
Selection of number of hob gashes. The more numbers of
gashes, the more cutting edges are engaged. resulting in less
cutter load and wear ..Greater numbers of gashes also increase
the number of enveloping cuts, which make the involute
smoother. This is especially important when cutting gears
with small numbers of teeth. Table 3 shows minimum recommended number of gashes depending on number of hob
starts.
Selection of hob diameter. Smaller hob diameter usuaJ]y
results in less cutting time sincegreater hob RPM 'can be
achieved. Limiting factors for reducing further hob diameter
are usually minimum number of gashes and lead angle. Maximum lead angle for hobs with straight gashes is usually
within 6 to 8 degrees. Sometimes for high production, hob
diameter has to be increased to enable utilization ,of a longer
hob, since very high length over diameter ratio may undermine the system rigidity.
Hob accuracy class selection .. Hob accuracy selection is
based on AGMA gear quality, stage of manufacturing and
number of starts. Class accuracy should be equal or bett,er
than the accuracies shown in Tables 4; and 5...
Selection .of the Machinin,g Da.ta
The selection of the number of cuts is influenced by pitch,
number of gear teeth, stage of manufacturing, surface finish
and gear quality. A two-cut cycle can be selected for gears.
wi.th a module greater than 4.5. For small numbers of teeth
(less than 12) and a module greater than 4, a. two-cut cyde
should also be selected. The number of cuts for finish hob.
bing can be selected from Fig. L
Hob speed is usuaUy selected based on cutt,er material. and
coating as well as workpiece material, hardness and pitch.
Fig .. 2 can be used to determine machinabili,ty in reference
to workpiece material and Brinell hardness, assuming the cutting tool is made of M35 or the equivalent,
Based on machlnabilityand
module, one can determine
hob surface speed from Fig. 3.

Table 1- Multi-start

hob biog limUa:ti.ons.

LIMITATIONS
No of Hob Starts

Max. Module (NDP)

Min. No. of Teeth

2

5.5 (4.61)

13

3
4
5

4.5 (5.64 )

17

3.0 (8.46)
2.5 (10.16)

20
25

Table

:z-

Number of starts· in relati on to AGMAquality

levell..

N?MA Quaity level

12

11

10

9

8

7

8

Max. No. of Starts

1

1

1

2

2

3

3
I

Tahl J - Minimum g~hes, in fetation

tUnber of Starts
MIn. No. of Gashes

till' hob starts.

1

2

3

4

5

9-12

12-13

13-17

17-19

17-21

•
I

Table4--S-AGMA

class ac,rur-acy vs. hob, starts.

SelICIIan .. 1 81' 2 Start Hob

Finish

Selection lor 3 to II

Pre-Shave

Hob

Finish

Pre-Shave

3

4

4

5

5

6

3
4
5

4
5

6

7

7

8

Class B

6

7

8

Class A

7

8

8

10

9
10
11

9
10
11

Class AA 11

12

Class C

Class B
Class A

9

Class C

6

I

12
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12
11
10
MMA(uBty

9
8
1

3

2

6

5

4

7

8

9

Module

fig. 1- Finish hob cut selection chart.
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For TiN coated hobs, the speed can be increased depending on the machinability for all materials (except ductile iron)
according
to, the multiplier
Kselected
from Fig. 4
(K-multip1ier) .
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Feed rate for roughing cut can be selected according to Fig.
5. The selected rate should be multipli d by the machinability factor eland the factor C2 for small number of gear teeth.
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Gear teeth Iactor should apply only if number ,of teeth is
less than 2S.
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Feed rate for finish cut shouldbe limited by allowed feed
scallop depth. Maxlmumallowed
feed rate for fLnisncut can
be calculated with formula:
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For pre-shave cut, the feed scallop depth should not exceed .0008,". It approach feed control rate is available. it can
be set to roughing feed rate.
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Good Gears Start With Good Blanks
Wm'd
.. mor . E
__ M-ap Ies
0

Star Cutter Company
Fannington Hills, MI

may warp or distort unevenly during heat treatment. A well
proportioned
blank with the adequate locating area and
uniform cross section compared toa poor blank design is
shown in Fig. 2. The poor design has very little support
material behind the gear teeth and a thin web cross section.
This blank is an extreme example that would be difficult to
locate accurately for hobbing and shaving. It would also be
distorted considerably during hardening.
Gear Blank Inspection
Fig. 1

Introduction
The quality of the finished gear is influenced by the very
first machining operations on the blank. Since the gear tooth
geometry is generated on a continuously rotating blank in
hobbing or shaping. it is important that the timed relationship between the cutter and workpiece is correct. If this relationship is disturbed by eccentricities of the blank to its
operating centerline, the generated gear teeth will not be of
the correct geometry. During the blanking operations, the
gears centerline and locating surfaces are established and must
be maintained as the same through the following operations
that generate the gear teeth. This 'centerline oE the manufac~
turing operations must also be the same as the operating
centerline of the gear as it is used. (See fig. 1.)

During the blanking operation, adequate gaging must be
done to insure that the locating surfaces of the blank are maintained perpendicular and concentric to the centerline of the
gear. It is good manufacturing practice to do finish turning
and facing operations on the blank prior to (cutting the gear
teeth. In the case of a hole type gear, the blank should be
finish cut on the locating Iace or faces. and the bore finish
cut perpendicular to the face and concentric to 'the outside
diameter, Typical tolerances for an automotive blank 25 mm
thick and 100 mm outside diameter would be:
1. Locating face squareness to bore 0.01 mm to 0.02 mm.
2. Outside diameter concentricity
to bore 0.12 mm
maximum.
3. Bore size tolerance for 2S mm bore 0.01 mm to 0.02
mm.
4. Bore size taper tolerance for 2S mm bore 0.005 mm to
0.008 mm.

Gear Blank Design
The gear design engineer can assist in assuring good quality
finished parts by designing gear 'teeth on well proportioned
blanks. The configuration of the blank should be one that
allows the workpiece to be supported just inside the root
diameter of the gear teeth during cutting operations. Another
consideration in the blank is to avoid thin cross section areas
between the gear teeth and the operating bearingarea
that

AUTHOR:
WILFORD E. MAPLES is marketing manager at Star Culter.
Farmington Hills, MI. He has thirty years' e;;r;periencein engineering
and sales at Hydro-Mafic Division of General Motors. ITW and at
Star Cutter. He earned his:Bachelors of Industrial Engineering 'it the
General Motors ltJ5tiMe in Flin«, MJ. Maples is Q member of SME.
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Fig. 3 is a table of differenl gear blank tolerances. Fig. 4
is a sample pinion gear blank. while fig. 5 is a sample internal gear blank.
The blank tolerances should be specified by the manufacturing engineer separately from the finished part print
'toleranoe. Gaging fixtuJleswith precision indicators should
be supplied for the machine operator's use to ch ck
alignments, concentricities and perpendicular accuracies of
locating surfaces to the centerline of the blank. The gaging
fixtures should be placed at each finish turning machine for
constant use by the machine operator.
Fig. 6 illustrates basic arbor for checking pinion blanks,
while fig. 7 is a photograph of a fixture to check face runout
and 0.0. runout.
The bores or bearing journals should he inspected at their
finish machining stages using air gages or precise indicator
gages. It is important to check both the size of 'the bore or
bearing journal and its configuration. A tapered or out-ofround condition win result in poor workholding efficiency
if the blank is driven by damping in the bore or on the bearing journal during the gear generating process. Fig. 8
illustrates various bore configurations to check.
When production rates are high, automatic gaging is used
to check each blank for size, concentricity and perpendicular
locating surfaces. The automatic gaging of each blank is the
most precise method of gear blank gaging, The operator's influence is removed from the gaging operation and. all deci-
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sions are made by the instrument. There is also the advantage with automatic gaging that all elements are checked by
the gage at a high rate of speed.
Metal1urgjcal

Considerations

Various types of materials and metal preparation are used
for gear blanks; specifically, forgings, castings, cold forming or basic bar stock, In the case of cold forming, sometimes
an in-process heat treatment may be necessary to improve
part machinability, Also, if a part has been turned on very
high speed equipment, work hardening may be experienced,
and again, in-process heat treatment may be required. There
are various other examples, such as making a blank readily
machinable for hole broaching, but having poor tool life
when the gear teeth are generated. Each individual process
will have to be experimented with, and experience will
ultimately determine if either metallurgical change is called
for or an in-process heat treatment should be employed.

Fig., 7

VARIOUS BORE CONDIIIIONS

om
m
I

Gear Blank Related Errors,
The errors caused by gear blank inaccuracies can be illustrated by assuming that a perfectly aligned hobbing machine
with accurate tooling is used to cut gears from random
blanks. The gear blanks are simple hole type flat gears that
are damped in the bore and located on the faces. Presenting
a gear blank to the precision hobbing machine with the bore
accurate for size and shape, but the locating faces not perpendicular to the bore centerline, will result in the gear blank
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wobbling during the hobbing operation. The inaccuracy of
the locating faces causes the centerline of the bore to be
skewed from the generating centerline of the hobbing
machine. The resulting lead inspection would produce a chart
that shows high lead variation. If tooling, specifically the hob,
is improperly mounted to an extreme runout condition, a part
with excessive involute error could be produced, as illustrated
in Fig. 9.
Presenting a gear blank to the hobbing machine with excessive concentricity error between the outside diameter and
the bore centerline will result in uneven cutting load around
the blank. The resulting gear teeth will then show a like concentricity error when a red line check is performed on the
teeth: that is, when the teeth are checked from the centerline
of the bore and/or rolled with a master gear.
Presenting a blank to the hobbing machine with an oversize bore will result in poor damping in the bore. The blank
will then have a tendency to slip on the arbor, resulting in
mutilated or off lead gear teeth as shown in Fig. 10.
In the case where the blank is centralized on the bore and
damped on its faces, the blank centerline will be shifted off
the centerline of the hobbing machine. The subsequent concentricity check of the gear teeth to the centerline of the bore
will show excessive concentricity error.
In the high volume production of gears, such as in the
automotive
industry, diHerent locating areas are used,
specifically in pinion hobbing. Here the fixture holds the piece

'.
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Fig, 16

part in the bore only and does not locate on the face area.
(See Fig. 11.) The conventional method is to locate the piece
part on the bore as well as the lower face, as illustrated in
Fig, 12. Locating points for internal gears are shown in Fig. 13,
while locating points for shaft and gear combination are
shown in Fig. ]4.
Several examples of improperly mounted gear blanks are
illustrated in Figs. 15 through 17.
Another point that must be considered is material handling
abuse. The gear blanks should be designed with adequate
chamfers at the outside diameter edges and locating surface
comers. (See fig. 18.) Nicks, burrs, dirt and any other foreign
material on the locating and damping surfaces will cause the
part centerline to skew, resulting in lead variations and excessive concentricity errors. (See Fig. ]9.)
Summary

BlllJ1ks not'squarely
lead, involute and

mounted. ResullS in

concentIicit)/

errors.

Fig, 17a.

The quality of the finished gear is affected by the quality
of the blank on which the gear teeth are cut. The operating
centerline is the centerline from which the gear is designed
to run: therefore, once a manufacturing centerline is established, it must remain the same as the operating centerline.
Good gear practice by the design engineer is helpful 10 the
manufacturing engineer in producing high quality gears at
lower manufacturing costs. The manufacturing engineer must
remember that all errors in the locating surfaces and clamping surfaces of the blank are reflected in the quality of the
finished gear. Good inspection and quality control procedures
will result in early detection of bad blanks. The poor blanks
can then be removed from the system before subsequent expensive operations are performed on them.

'Benl arbor results In lead, involule' and
,concentricity errors.

Fig.
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KHV PLANETARY GEARING .•.
(continued

2.

from page 31)

and the strength of the equal velocity mechanism. Most
materials for the CYCLO are high carbon chrominum steel
with high hardness, which requires an elaborate heat treatment and an accurate grinding. The KHV has involute teeth
with a concave to convex contact (internal gear contacts external gear), which results in. a high contact strength. The
internal. gear has a. very strong bending strength, and the
external gear is modified, which increases the bending
strength. Therefore. the KHV can use conventional
gear
materials and common accuracy. Usually, the ring gear is
carbon steel without grinding, and 'the planet is either carbon or alloy steel, All the gears of the KHV can be generated
by standard gear cutters and conventional equipment.
Compared to the CYCLO, the KHV is easier to manufacture and less expensive .. Therefore, it is a very promising
gearing.

MACM1LLAN, R.H. "Epicyclic GeM Efficiencies". Tile .Engineer, Dec.
23. 1949, pp. 727-728.
3. MACMILLAN,
R.H. "Power FI.ow and Loss in DiH, rential
Mechanisms", Journal of Mechanical Engineer:ing Science. Vol. 3, No.
1, 1961, pp 37-41.

4.

1970, pp.720-'716.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

M~}'!ythanks to Proiessor Ali A. Seireg of the University of Florida and
the Ul1iversity of Wiscon5ip! for his review of this article.
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In the note in Table B.l the symbollG/in should read ,Ib/ln.

from page 7)
In the caption for Fig. 14. the last equation should read
c,/b! - 0.5, e~ - 2 O~m.

ERRATA
Editors Note: We apologize that several errors appeared
In recent Issuesof GEAR TECHNOLOGY. We regret any inconvenience these errors may have caused.

"lo.ngftudlnal load Distribution
for Straddle- an'd Ove.rhang-M'ounted

In the article

Factor

MOROZUMO,
MUNEHARU. 'The Efficiency and the Design of
Modified Internal Gearing", Mechanical Researches (Iapanese), No.5.

Geaa" by Toshlml Tobe. et al. appearrng in our JuJlAug
Issue. the following errors occurred:
Equation 17 should read
k "

!Pn Ib/I[wl
k -

+

Wz

KH/l -o96[k1_

+ vvP]max
KHtl

Equation 19 was ommitted. It should read.
When both tooth surfacesjust come into contact at 11 'I! *, the position 7J" is obtained from

In the Sept/Oct issue, on page 50 of Stan Jakoba's

Unlts:-

Me surementl

figures 1 kg-m under "Moment afforce ... " I kg/dm under
"Specific force of gravity" and I kg-mlrad under' 'Spring rate:
torsional" all refer to kg force, a symbol sometimes written
as kp.

In this same issue, page 47 was incorrectly laid out. The
table of terms at the top of the page and Equations 3 and
11 immediately below it both are part of the article, "Selectlon ,of a P,lIOper,Ball Size" " ." by Van Gerpen and
Reece. coonnuec from page 34.

PACB

11-"'*

I BTN
]~. + K*lnV(PACPJ]
Cos /BHA) *BDI
_

as follows:

+ PACP/
In Equation 20. the figure ez d should read ez
The letter f in Figs. 9 and J Sb should read ~

r6

d

The first equation in the footnote on the bottom of page
should read KFtl - KH~

48,

Gear Technology

"51

and Equlval neles" the

Equation 3 should read:

dSoll'/J -0
dfj

In the last tvvo paragraphs on page 46. Fig. B. I ,isincorrectly labelled A. I.

(3)

The remainder of the equations on page 47 [Nos. 12-19)
belong to Paul Dean's article, "Inter,r,elatfonshl,p ,of
Tooth,Thlckn IS Mea...:sur.ments as IEvaJuat dl by
Various Measurlngl if: chnlq1ues,:' continued from
page 23.

Higlh Iintensity,

Muliti-!Freq,uency Scanne'rs

RED'UCiE
HEAT TREATIIINGI
CQ,STS, up to 4010/0
1

A. recen,tlUCCO development, Hig'h,IInt.ens,ity
Induction Hardening I(HUH!)rM, reduces heat
treating costs substantia11ly"lin a variety ,of,applications. HIIIH has been used successfully with
apptications on automotive and off-hig:hway
engine, and drive train components, as well as
specialized gear applications. The HIIH scanning process, with present technology, can
be adapted to parts up to 15" diameterand
lengths to 120".,
Parts that preViiously were flame hardened in a
batch process, can now Ibe indluction hardened,
in-Une,with greaterflex,ibility, rnors preclslon,
lindividua' 'quality monitorlingl, and at lower cost
High Intensity Iinduction Hardening is indeed,
a process of "The Future" ..

Cross section 'of ,camshaft lobe dernonsirates uniformity ot hardening.
Multi-frequency,lhigl1 intenSity hardening, ,01'gears produoes a high
ha~dness c-haracterislic lor improvedl surface contacl 'Ialigue Ufe.
High resid ual compreSSive' stress in the roct area lis also achieved
for improved lOOlh strength.

For tile fatest state-of-the-art heat treating technology,
contact your TOCCO representative, or call: TOCOO,
tnc; 30100 Stephenson Highway. Madison: Hls., MI,
48071. Phone; 3"13-399·8607 or 1-800'-4'68-4932
(outside Michigan).

A .unit ,of Park Ohio, Industries, Inc.
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The production: of parallel'-axls spur ,and helfcall

-

gears: has

JUst

undergone sucb a major change rhaI:'
most macr,',nery In usetod~y Is
obsolete.
Gleason CNC Systems compatible hobbing machines have written a whole
new set of rules on how to produce spur
and helical gears profitably, The Gleason
CNC nobbers offer h,ighest volume,
highest degrees of flexibility and fastest
onangeover. Whafs more you can geE
automatic hob and fIXtUre.change plus
autcmanc pan load/unload.
That's why auto transmission plants
throughout the wor,ld are equipped with

Gleason hobbers.And'
that's why
Gleason's production hobbingl capability
is rapidly becomingl the 'IIVOrld standard
for gear production.

The real Gleason plus is the worldWide
network of service and application
engineering support that Greason prev,ides. The result conststenny lis this:
maximum ,eqUipment reliability. maximum uptime and highest quality gear
output
Call now to learn more about the parallel'-axis gear production

of today -

and

tomorrow. The' Gleason Works, 1000
Unfve,rsily Avenue, IRochester.NY 1469.2,

Gleason
Th., Warl'd af
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